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ABSTRACT

This thesis proposes a graphics architecture for next-generation digital tele-
vision receivers. The starting assumption is that in the future, a number of
multimedia terminals will have access through a number of networks to a
variety of content and services. One example of such a device is a media
station capable of integrating different kinds of multimedia objects such as
2D/3D graphics and video, reacting to user interaction, and supporting the
temporal dimension of applications. Some of the services intended for these
devices include, for example, games and enhanced information over broad-
casted video.

First, this thesis provides an overview of the digital television environ-
ment, focusing on the limitations of current receivers and hints at future di-
rections. In addition, this thesis compares different solutions from regional
standardisation bodies such as DVB, CableLabs, and ARIB. It proposes the
adoption of the most relevant initiative, GEM by DVB. Unfortunately, GEM
software middleware only considers Java language as an authoring format,
meaning that the declarative environment and advanced functionalities (e.g.,
3D graphics support) remain to be standardised.

Because in the future different user groups will have different demands
with regard to television, this thesis identifies two major extensions to the
GEM standard. First, it proposes a declarative environment for GEM that
takes into account W3C standardisation efforts. This environment is di-
vided into two configurations: one capable of rendering limited interactive
applications such as information services, and another intended for more de-
manding applications, for example a distance learning portal that synchro-
nises videos of lecturers and slides. Second, this thesis proposes to extend
the procedural environment of GEM with 3D graphics support. The poten-
tial services of this new profile, High-End Interactive, include games and
commercials.

Then, based on the requirements the proposed profiles should meet, this
thesis defines a graphics architecture model composed of five layers. The
hardware abstraction layer is in charge of rendering the final graphics output.
The graphical context is a cross-platform abstraction of the rendering region
and provides graphics primitives (e.g., rectangles and images). The graphi-
cal environment provides the means to control different graphical contexts.
The GUI toolkit is a set of ready-made user interface widgets and layout
schemes. Finally, high-level languages are easy-to-use tools for developing
simple services.

The thesis concludes with a report of my experience implementing a
digital television receiver based on the proposals described. In addition to
testing the application of the proposed graphics architecture to the design
and implementation of a next-generation digital television receiver, the im-
plementation permits the analysis of the requirements of such receivers and
of the services they can provide.

Keywords: Digital TV, Software Architecture, GEM, MHP, XML, 3D
Graphics, OpenGL
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1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1: Introduction
(Big Picture of multimedia systems)

Multimedia Devices
Devices’ Connectivity

Content Authoring Formats
Graphics Architecture

Technological advances such as the convergence of networks, hardware
design improvements, and the development of efficient compression tech-
niques are making projections of invisible [125], ubiquitous [162, 163, 164],
and pervasive [76] computing a reality. This revolution in interactive multi-
media devices has drawn the attention of both researchers and corporations,
generating a number of challenges. Olsen, who defined the current situation
as chaotic, wrote in his article ”Interacting in chaos” [129]:

Exponential growth in computing capability puts vast ca-
pabilities into very small devices [...] Dealing with the chaotic
diversity of information, collaborators, and interactive devices
is the principal interactive challenge of the next decade [...] Yet
another complication in the future of interactive computing is
the variability of future interactive devices.

The starting assumption of this thesis, depicted in Figure 1.1, can be
defined as follows:

In the future, a number of multimedia devices will have
access through a number of networks to a variety of content
and services.

Such a wide problem requires decomposition to its basic elements: ter-
minals, connectivity, and content. First, the number of multimedia platforms
has increased astoundingly in recent years (e.g., digital television receivers,
mobile phones, game consoles). Second, these devices can potentially be
connected to different networks. For example, digital television decoders
can receive the broadcasted stream, use the return channel, and also be Blue-
tooth enabled. Finally, the number of choices available when implement-
ing services is increasing day after day. For instance, the Java Application
Program Interface (API) chosen for development depends on the targeted
device; Digital Video Broadcasting - Java (DVB-J) for digital television re-
ceivers and Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) for mobile phones
are just two examples.

The first four sections of this chapter review the different components
of multimedia systems in more detail. In Section 1.1, different multimedia
devices are described and their major differences are studied. Next, Sec-
tion 1.2 overviews the devices’ connectivity. Then, Section 1.3 introduces

A GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR HIGH-END INTERACTIVE TV TERMINALS 1
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Figure 1.1: Multimedia Device’s Situation at the Turn of the Century.

various kinds of content and service formats that can be used to implement
multimedia applications. Section 1.4 defines the graphics system of a multi-
media device. Sections 1.5 to 1.7 delimit the scope of the study by stating the
assumptions and research questions, describing the followed methodology,
and highlighting the contributions and implications, respectively. Finally,
Section 1.8 outlines this thesis.

1.1 Multimedia Devices

Not so long ago, the only platform developers had in mind when imple-
menting multimedia applications was the personal computer. But, as Myers
wrote in the year 2000 [116], ”We are at the dawn of an era where user in-
terfaces are about to break out the desktop box where they have been stuck
for the past 15 years”. The corollary is that today’s multimedia applica-
tions are expected to run on a variety of devices, from personal computers
to non-desktop devices.

The intention of this section is to answer two basic questions:

• What are the differences between a multimedia-enabled personal com-
puter and a non-desktop multimedia device?

• What are the differences among these non-desktop devices?

There are as many ways of classifying multimedia devices as people who
have thought about the topic. For example, Want [161] differentiates them
depending on their location: office, home, and automobile. Revett [149]
classifies them as fixed (e.g., set-top boxes, kiosks) and mobile (e.g., mobile
phones). Neuvo’s [119] taxonomy is based on platforms and their mar-
ket penetration: mobile phones, personal computers, game consoles, set-top
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Table 1.1: Taxonomies of Multimedia Devices in the Literature.
Author and Publication Categories
Want et al. [161] Office

Home
Automobile

Revett and South[149] Fixed
Mobile

Neuvo and Yrjanainen [119] Mobile phone
Personal computer

Game console
Set-top box

Personal digital assistant
Dustdar [45] Personal

Communication
Corporate

Lewis et al. [94] Televisions
Phones

Personal information managers
Miscellaneous

Hansmann et al. [76] Information access
Intelligent appliances

Smart controls
Entertainment systems

boxes, and personal digital assistants. Dustdar [45] groups devices depend-
ing on their usage: personal (e.g., interactive TVs, kiosks), communication
(e.g., point-to-point conference systems), and corporate (e.g., multimedia
training systems). Lewis [94] categorises information appliances, defined
as hardware devices with online connectivity, depending on their dominant
features: televisions, phones, personal information managers (e.g., personal
digital assistants), and miscellaneous (e.g., digital cameras). Finally, Hans-
mann [76] identifies four main classes: information access devices (e.g.,
smart phones), intelligent appliances, smart controls (e.g., smartcards), and
entertainment systems (e.g., televisions). Table 1.1 summarises these differ-
ent taxonomies.

In this thesis, the ideas presented in the previously described taxonomies
are combined: multimedia devices are classified according to their purpose
(e.g., watching TV) and their particular capabilities (e.g., input device). The
main problem is that such a classification might become obsolete in the
near future. On the one hand, several companies such as Nokia are explor-
ing the boundaries of the use of mobile phones (e.g., through their N-Gage
products, which feature game console capabilities). On the other hand, the
configuration of a computing device changes in a short period of time - trials
to include a keyboard as an input mechanism for digital television receivers
are just one example.

Even though differentiating between platforms based on purpose might
seem straightforward, the personal computer as a multipurpose device is
in opposition to, for example, mobile phones being primarily intended for
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voice communication. These boundaries are slowly disappearing. Today
mobile phones can access the Internet using Wireless Application Proto-
col (WAP) or can even receive digital television transmission using Digital
Video Broadcasting - Handheld (DVB-H) [56]. Digital television receivers
run DVB-J applications and eXtensible Markup Language (XML)-based
content: Digital Video Broadcasting - HyperText Markup Language (DVB-
HTML) [52].

Still, certain basic differences and similarities related to the platform’s
purpose, or to user expectations of the platform’s purpose, can be observed.
First of all, non-desktop devices are rarely used for development, in con-
trast to personal computers. Second, all the devices fall into the broader
definition of information access systems (e.g., for watching the news or ac-
cessing the Internet). Nevertheless, depending on how the information is
transmitted, one can divide information access systems into open and closed
environments. In open environments, the information can be retrieved from
diverse sources, e.g., the World Wide Web (WWW). Closed environments,
similar to walled gardens, rely on specific service providers, such as broad-
casters in the case of digital television or an internal database in the case of
a kiosk.

Based on the previous discussion and taxonomies, the following uses for
interactive multimedia non-desktop devices are differentiated in this thesis:

• Information Management: a small, pocket-size device in which the
user carries information, for example, a personal digital assistant.

• Person-to-Person Communication: a device used for communica-
tion in a synchronous (e.g., voice call) or asynchronous manner (e.g.,
messages) with other people, for example, a mobile phone.

• Entertainment: a device dedicated to free time activities, for exam-
ple, an MP3 player, DVD player, digital television receiver, or game
console.

At the time of writing this thesis, the issue of device specialisation ver-
sus multipurpose devices is not yet answered. In fact, it will not be answered
until the market decides, and anyway the world is in a continuous evolution.
But still, this classification permits us to measure to what extent the inclu-
sion of new capabilities into a device constitutes a risk or becomes a natural
extension. Table 1.2 shows different devices and their usages.

Multimedia systems can be described, as well, as those systems capa-
ble of handling user interaction, supporting multiple media (i.e., discrete
and continuous), and taking into account the temporal dimension of appli-
cations. Hence, multimedia devices can be categorised according to their
configuration: input and output devices, multimedia objects support, syn-
chronisation mechanism (e.g., synchronisation among multimedia objects),
and internal features (e.g., memory, processing power, and network connec-
tion) [19]. Table 1.3 shows the different configurations of selected devices.
In the table, only relative values regarding the internal features are given,
because absolute values would be obsolete next year.

In this section, the current situation regarding multimedia devices has
been studied from two different points of view: platform purpose and in-
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Table 1.2: Multimedia Devices and their Usage.
PC Non-desktop Device

DTV
Receiver

Mobile
Phone

PDA

Development +++ + + ++
Information Open +++ + ++ ++
Access Closed + +++ + ++

Information Management +++ + ++ +++
Communication ++ + +++ ++
Entertainment +++ +++ ++ +

Table 1.3: Device Configuration (based on the table from Petri Vuorimaa’s
course Multimedia Techniques, Helsinki University of Technology).

PC Non-desktop Device
DTV
Receiver

Mobile
Phone

PDA

Output Device Monitor TV
Screen

Small
Screen

Medium
Screen

Input Device Mouse,
keyboard

Remote
Control

Key
Pad

Keyboard,
Stylus

Continuous Media +++ +++ + ++
Discrete Media +++ +++ +++ +++
Processor +++ ++ + ++
Memory +++ ++ + ++
Network +++ + ++ +++

ternal features. The general conclusions are that personal computers are
multipurpose and powerful devices, whereas non-desktop devices tend to
be specialised, and thus with limited capabilities. In addition, information
access is one capability all multimedia devices share, both as closed envi-
ronments (e.g., kiosks, CD-ROMs, broadcast channels) and as open envi-
ronments (e.g., devices offering Internet access). Finally, digital television
receivers can be defined as computer-mediated entertainment devices [29]
supporting multiple media types but in which network capabilities can still
be improved.

1.2 Devices’ Connectivity

Networks can be differentiated, depending on their range, into Personal Area
Networks (PANs), Local Area Networks (LANs), and Wide Area Networks
(WANs) [75, 95, 156, 157]. PANs are used to interconnect devices close to
one person, usually within a few meters’ distance. LANs, on the other hand,
are restricted to a small geographical area (e.g., a building or campus) of
typically up to a few-kilometer radius, so terminals in that area can easily be
interconnected. Because of the small distance between terminals, LANs of-
fer a high data transmission rate. Finally, WANs cover a large geographical
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Table 1.4: Examples of Device Connectivity.
Fixed Wireless

Other Devices USB, Firewire Bluetooth
Home Network Ethernet Wireless Ethernet
Internet Access PSTN, xDSL GSM, CDMA
Broadcast DVB-T, DAB DVB-H

area (e.g., a city or country).
In addition to their range, networks can be divided into fixed and mobile.

As noted by Black, our society has become ”information dependent” [13],
meaning that individuals need to be reachable regardless of location. This
shift in society has also instigated an effort to develop wireless network
technologies that are comparable to existing fixed networks.

Table 1.4 categorises wired/wireless connectivity for multimedia sys-
tems. This connectivity can be divided into:

• Other Devices: some examples include Universal Serial Bus (USB)
and Firewire, in which the computer is wired with a computer bus to
download or upload content. One wireless example is Bluetooth, a
PAN that uses a radio frequency to connect devices, creating a net-
work called Piconet in a master-slave relationship.

• Home Network: some examples include ethernet (i.e., a LAN con-
nection) and wireless ethernet.

• Internet Access: in order to access the Internet, the device can use
the analogue telephone network: Public Switched Telephone Net-
work (PSTN). But currently a broadband technology, Digital Sub-
scriber Line (DSL), is becoming the most accepted option. Some
wireless technologies to access the Internet are Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) and Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA).

• Broadcast: some examples include Digital Video Broadcasting - Ter-
restrial (DVB-T) and DVB-H for terrestrial digital television and Dig-
ital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) for terrestrial digital radio. Since
broadcast is a unidirectional path, the device only receives informa-
tion.

As an example of and conclusion to this section, the connecitivity of
digital television receivers is studied. As depicted in Figure 1.2, their con-
figuration can include the following technologies:

• Broadcast: for reception of DVB-T streams, coded using Moving
Picture Experts Group (MPEG)-2.

• Return channel: analogue modem or xDSL provides two-way con-
nectivity. In addition, a LAN network such as ethernet can be used
for creating a home network. The use of these technologies allows
the user to enhance the content received through the broadcast net-
work and to submit information (e.g., when purchasing an item).
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Table 1.5: Content and Service Technologies for Multimedia Terminals.
Content Technology
Broadcasted A/V MPEG-2
Streamed Content MPEG-4
Application J2SE, J2ME, DVB-J
Structured Content SMIL, SVG, XHTML, DVB-HTML

• Personal: wireless, short-range networks such as Bluetooth [147],
which can be used for a variety of purposes: for example, to upload
pictures from a digital camera to enjoy a slide show from the sofa.

• Infrared: even though not a real network, infrared technology is used
to connect peripherals such as remote controls or wireless keyboards.

Broadcaster
XML Content
Java Content
MPEG−2 Stream

Infrared Device
(Remote
Control)

Services)
(Bluetooth Enabled

Terminal,
External Device

Internet Portal

Streamed Content

XML Content
Java Content
Precompiled Content

(DVB−T)

Hardware and Drivers

Operating System

(Bluetooth)
PersonalDistribution

Network

Infrared Return
Channel

Area
Network

Local/Wide

Terminal

Area
Network

PersonalBroadcast

Figure 1.2: Example of Digital Television Receiver Connectivity (A specific
case of the model depicted in Figure 1.1)

1.3 Content Authoring Formats

In addition to diversity of terminals and hybrid networks, the third factor,
as depicted in Figure 1.1, is the growing number of standards used to digi-
tise content and services. The adoption of such standards simplifies the
developer’s task because she can target to a group of devices instead of to a
specific model. At the same time, third parties (i.e., companies apart from
the device manufacturer) can implement services based on the standards,
thus increasing the amount of available content. Table 1.5 shows current
technologies used as content and application formats.

First, the basic Audio/Visual (A/V) digital television stream uses the
MPEG-2 standard, while streamed content will, most probably, use MPEG-
4. Java language, because of its platform-independent nature, is widely used
for developing applications. For example, Sun has defined Java 2 Standard
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Edition (J2SE)1 and Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME)2 for applications targeted
to personal computers and non-desktop devices, respectively.

Regarding XML-based languages, the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C)3 has put a lot of effort on standardising different multimedia issues
using XML [18]. Some examples include:

• eXtensible HyperText Markup Language (XHTML) as a reformula-
tion of HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 4 in XML [11, 133].

• Synchronised Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) for multime-
dia presentations [80, 81].

• XForms as the new generation of Web forms [43].

• Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) to describe vector-based graphics for
the Web [61].

Moreover, Multimedia Home Platform (MHP), the European standard
for digital television middleware, has defined, apart from DVB-J, an XML-
based content format for digital television called DVB-HTML.

1.4 Graphics Architecture

The element that makes the two-way communication between the human
user and the computer system possible is called the user interface [89].
Hence, the user interface of a system is responsible of what the user ex-
periences (i.e., sees and hears) and determines his potential behaviour: what
he can do and how he can do it. Studying the user interface involves a num-
ber of issues, and the literature is broad [44, 122, 124, 126]. Some essential
topics in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) curricula include requirements
analysis and specification, user interface design, development, and evalua-
tion. This thesis focuses in one specific topic from among these: system’s
graphics architectures.

The graphics architecture of a multimedia platform is one part of the
system software in charge of the user interface at runtime. It has to accept
and process user inputs and to render the system output on a screen. Re-
garding interactive multimedia systems, there are three basic issues that the
graphics system should provide:

• Multimedia objects support: for both continuous (e.g., video and
audio) and discrete (e.g., text and graphics) media [77, 78, 143, 166].

• Interaction: the user should be able to modify the state of the system
as desired. There are different levels of interactivity, for example, it is
not the same thing to browse web pages and to purchase a e-ticket.

• Synchronisation: apart from the spatial dimension, multimedia pre-
sentations include a temporal dimension that has to be considered
by the graphics systems (e.g., knowing when to hide a component)
[15, 140].

1http://java.sun.com/j2se
2http://java.sun.com/j2me
3http://www.w3c.org
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1.5 Aim of the Study

First, this thesis aims to show that the decision about which content author-
ing format to use when implementing services depends on the development
purpose. For example, certain simple applications (e.g., advertisements) can
be coded using XML-based languages, but applications demanding more re-
sources (e.g., Doom-like interactive games) should be coded at a different
level. Thus, a graphics architecture model for media stations is proposed.
The model is divided into different layers, depending on their difficulty of
use and expressive power. Second, this thesis is based on the Globally Exe-
cutable MHP (GEM) standard, a worldwide alternative for digital television
receivers. Because the capabilities of devices are evolving constantly, this
thesis proposes a group of extensions to GEM. Finally, because manufac-
turers also need to differentiate their products, this thesis recommends im-
provements to their graphics architectures, such as convergence with game
consoles.

Definitions
• Media Station: a computer-mediated entertainment device. Some ex-

amples include digital television receivers, DVD players, and game
consoles.

• Procedural Application: ”an application which primarily makes use
of procedural information to express its behaviour; a Java program is
an example of a procedural application” [86].

• Procedural Environment: ”an environment that supports the process-
ing of procedural applications” [86].

• Declarative Application: ”an application which primarily makes use
of declarative information to express its behaviour; an XML docu-
ment instance is an example of a declarative application” [86].

• Declarative Environment: ”an environment that supports the process-
ing of declarative applications” [86].

• Application Environment: composed of both the procedural and the
declarative environments.

Assumptions
• The main capabilities of digital television receivers are reception of

the A/V stream, its computer-mediated entertainment nature, and its
potential access to the WWW.

• GEM is a valid alternative as a worldwide application environment
for digital television receivers.

• In order to be interoperable, manufacturers need to follow GEM.

• In order to be competitive, manufacturers need to differentiate their
products.
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• Currently, GEM only defines the procedural environment. Hence the
declarative environment remains to be standardised.

• Currently, GEM’s procedural environment only takes into consider-
ation the broadcasted A/V stream and 2D graphics support. Thus,
DVB should continue evolving (e.g., towards 3D graphics support and
WWW access) if it wants to continue being a principal actor.

Research Questions
1. What are the limitations of current digital television receiver imple-

mentations?

2. How can the GEM standard be extended so it defines a declarative
environment?

3. How can the GEM standard be extended so it includes support for all
kinds of multimedia objects (2D, 3D, and video) and WWW access?

4. How can manufacturers, following GEM, differentiate their products?

5. What graphics architecture is needed to implement GEM and the ex-
tensions proposed in this thesis? Is this architecture valid for other
media stations?

1.6 Methodology

The methodology used in this thesis was an analysis of the current state of
digital television environments. After a literature review and an examina-
tion of existing standards and solutions (e.g., Tivo and WebTV), the missing
parts of the puzzle were identified. First, each receiver deals with a specific
aspect of user expectations: Digital Video Recorder (DVR) in Tivo, Web
access in WebTV, and MHP implementation in Osmosys. Second, the most
relevant theoretical model for a digital television metaphor is Chorianpou-
los’ doctoral thesis [29]. While Chorianpoulos concentrated on a high-level
metaphor, digital television as a virtual channel provider, this thesis focuses
on the graphics architecture needed to implement next-generation digital
television terminals.

This study and analysis was carried out through a ”step-by-step” ap-
proach. When some ideas, such as SMIL usage in digital television envi-
ronments, were studied, the concept implementation4 research method was
used and the results were submitted to international conferences. For this
reason, it was decided to present this thesis as a group of publications, nine
in total, instead of a monograph. By integrating each of the results at the
end, a whole system called Ubik was constructed as the final proof of con-
cept of the contributions of this thesis. It was decided, as well, to include in
this thesis the first papers published because they highlight the basic starting
problems, even though they might not be completely relevant for the final

4”[...] papers whose prime research method is to demonstrate proof of a concept by building
a prototype system” [146]. This method, according to Glass’ findings in [72], is the second-
most used in the software engineering discipline.
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results of this thesis. Finally, the introductory part of this thesis was written
at the end of the process using literature review and conceptual analysis5.

1.7 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be divided into those related to stan-
dardisation and those related to commercialisation. First, this thesis analy-
ses digital television standards and proposes extensions such as 3D graphics
support. Second, it defines a graphics architecture model that takes into ac-
count the special restrictions of media stations. Finally, this thesis provides
a reference implementation, following the model, of a next-generation dig-
ital television receiver. The implementation can enhance television content
by overlaying 2D and 3D graphics, running Java services, and displaying
XML-based documents.

The evolution of digital television receivers will result in a diversity of
configurations, each targeted to a certain user group. In addition, because
of the importance of television in our societies, there is a necessity to stan-
dardise the field. Thus, open standards like GEM need to evolve in order
to maintain their predominant role. This thesis proposes extensions to cur-
rent standardisation initiatives, differentiating two main groups of digital
television receivers: broadcast and interactive. These groups can be fur-
ther divided into profiles. First, regarding the procedural environment, a
new profile is defined, High-End Interactive, in which 3D graphics support
is included. In addition, this thesis recommends implementing it as a thin
layer wrapping OpenGL for Embedding Systems (OpenGL ES) function-
ality. Second, this thesis describes two declarative-environment profiles as
replacements for the MHP solution (i.e., DVB-HTML): first, XHTML +
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for defining the structure and look of lim-
ited interactive applications (e.g., Super Teletext) and, second, a XHTML
+ XForms + SMIL syntax to support more complex applications (e.g., a
distance education Web portal).

Based on the requirements identified for the most advanced profile, High-
End Interactive, a layered graphics architecture model for digital television
receivers is proposed. This model is based on a traditional desktop graphics
architecture, but replaces the windowing system by a scene manager and
explicitly integrates different multimedia objects (e.g., video and 3D graph-
ics). Because implementing a 3D game is different from implementing a
information service, the layers of the model are ordered based on their dif-
ficulty of use and expressive power. Hence, the developer can decide which
of the layers is most appropriate for her goals. Moreover, this model can be
generalised for other media stations, such as game consoles.

Finally, the model is validated by the development of a reference imple-
mentation of a digital television receiver called Ubik. The validation criteria
was, first, to prove that a prototype system following the model could be
constructed. In other words, the purpose was to see if the layers included
in the model constituted a valid approach or if another group of layers were

5A study of the concepts presented, not using mathematical methods [146, 160]. For exam-
ple, the validation of a model depending on requirements. This method, according to Glass’
findings in [72], is the most used in the software engineering discipline.
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needed to design and implement next-generation digital television receivers.
In addition, several use cases (e.g., open-source 3D games or XML-based
applications) meeting the requirements of High-End Interactive television
were tested on the system in order to prove that Ubik met the identified re-
quirements. Finally, with the construction of Ubik, the expressive power of
the model’s layers were tested in [P8] and the potential services and their
performance were analysed in [P9].

1.8 Organisation of This Thesis

This thesis, as depicted in Figure 1.3, is divided into six chapters. The first
one has introduced the current situation regarding multimedia interactive
devices. Chapter 2 provides an overview of digital television, focusing on
current limitations and possible improvements. Next, Chapter 3 reviews dif-
ferent programming and content description languages for interactive multi-
media applications, categorising them depending on their expressive power
and difficulty of use. After that, it reviews the most relevant digital tele-
vision standardisation initiatives and describes a worldwide application en-
vironment based on the GEM standard. In Chapter 4, extensions to GEM
and specific recommendations for receiver manufacturers are outlined, and
in Chapter 5, a graphics architecture for next-generation digital television
receivers is proposed. Next, Chapter 6 introduces two reference implemen-
tations - Otadigi and Ubik - of the proposals and the concepts that were
reviewed theoretically. Ubik is a graphics architecture implementation for
configurable digital television receivers, while Otadigi is a broadcast ter-
restrial television broadcast environment. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this
thesis. Table 1.6 indicates the chapter in which each research question is
answered.

1.9 Summary

In this chapter, the general assumption of this thesis was proposed: in the
future, a number of multimedia devices will have access through diverse
networks to a variety of content. For this reason, a general overview of
the issues involved, including multimedia systems, device connectivity, and
variety of content, was described. Then, the topic of this thesis was defined
as a runtime user interface system software for digital television receivers.
Finally, the five research questions that motivated this thesis were proposed:

• What are the limitations of current digital television receiver imple-
mentations?

• How can the GEM standard be extended so it defines a declarative
environment?

• How can the GEM standard be extended so it includes support for all
kinds of multimedia objects (2D, 3D, and video) and WWW access?

• How can manufacturers, following GEM, differentiate their products?
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Table 1.6: Chapters in Which the Research Questions Are Answered.
Research Question Chapter
1. What are the limitations of cur-
rent digital television receiver im-
plementations?

2: Digital Television Overview

2. How can the GEM standard be
extended so it defines a declarative
environment?

4: Extensions to Multimedia Home
Platform and Recommendations to
Manufacturers

3. How can the GEM standard be
extended so it includes support for
all kinds of multimedia objects (2D,
3D, and video) and WWW access?
4. How can manufacturers, follow-
ing GEM, differentiate their prod-
ucts?
5. What graphics architecture is
needed to implement GEM

5: Graphics Architecture for Digital
Television Receivers

and the extensions proposed in this
thesis? Is this architecture valid for
other media stations?

6: Reference Implementations
(Otadigi and Ubik)

• What graphics architecture is needed to implement GEM and the ex-
tensions proposed in this thesis? Is this architecture valid for other
media stations?
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2 OVERVIEW OF DIGITAL TELEVISION

Architecture

A Look Towards the Future
Current State

Standards

Chapter 2: Digital Television
(Overview of DTV Environment)

The importance of television in our society is unquestionable. It has
become a special piece of furniture in the home. Not only it is a convenient
surface for placing flowers or photos on; once it is switched on, it can receive
and display a huge amount of information from outside the living room.
Although its use depends on a strict schedule defined by the broadcaster, it
informs, teaches, entertains, and helps us to relax. In the last few years, the
world of television is facing a critical challenge: its convergence with the
digital world.

On August 27th 2001, digital television broadcast started in Finland.
It was decided, as well, that by the year 2007 analogue television broad-
cast will be brought to an end. Similar scenarios can be seen all over the
world (e.g., in the United Kingdom, South Korea, and Germany)1. Figure
2.1 shows the launch dates of digital terrestrial television in European coun-
tries. Because of the intrinsic importance of television in our societies, the
adoption of digital television becomes a delicate issue, of which the main
concern today is ensuring a smooth transition from analogue.

Even though broadcasters have used digital technology for years (e.g.,
for storage of material), digital television refers to the transmission of the
signal in digital form. This is possible because of the international compres-
sion standard MPEG-2 [64, 148, 150, 151]. Its main feature is the compres-
sion of audio, video, and data in the same transport stream. The stream can
be manipulated using software, opening new opportunities to process the
information (e.g., encryption techniques). The major benefit of digital tele-
vision is its high transport efficiency [111]. Some of the benefits of digital
television in comparison to its analogue counterpart include:

• Increase in the number of television programs broadcasted using the
same bandwidth.

• Improvement in the quality of the signal.

• Inclusion of additional data in the transport stream (i.e., provision of
information and services).

• Elimination of interference, such as ghosting.

1Updated information about each European country can be obtained from DigiTag
(http://www.digitag.org). Worldwide updated information can be obtained from DVB
(http://www.dvb.org).
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Figure 2.1: DVB-T Launch Dates. Source: DigiTag
(http://www.digitag.org, April ’05).

• Provision of return channel mechanisms (i.e., true interactivity).

Television is about bits, not about pictures, wrote Negroponte in ”Being
Digital” [117], meaning that the major challenge for television was to be-
come digital. This statement implies that technological improvements will
provoke a dramatic change in the way viewers conceive the television re-
ceiver: it will transform into a multimedia terminal [130]. This transforma-
tion implies two major issues. First, the receiver would have the capability
to communicate with other home devices (i.e., through a home network),
which is out of the scope of this thesis. Second, the evolution of the ter-
minal most probably will result in a wide variety of receivers differentiated
by their capabilities, and thus by their prices. The cheapest ones will only
allow the reception of the A/V stream. More expensive ones will include
interaction capabilities (i.e., local or interaction channels), support for inter-
active services (e.g., Java-based applications), and storage capacity. Finally,
high-end receivers will provide WWW access or converge with game con-
soles.

This chapter is structured as follows. First, Section 2.1 proposes a group
of requirements that digital television should meet in order to provide an in-
centive for the shift from analogue. These requirements are divided into sev-
eral subtopics: how to change the current infrastructure both at the broadcast
station and at home, how to assure a smooth transition, and what the spe-
cific requirements for the home receiver are. Sections 2.2 - 2.4 study each of
these requirements more in detail. Section 2.2 describes the new infrastruc-
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ture needed to transmit and receive digital television. In Section 2.3, differ-
ent open digital television standards, which assure a smooth transition for
the benefit of users, are presented. Section 2.4 studies the requirements for
the home receiver, taking into account different regional standards. Section
2.5 describes the current state and limitations of digital television receivers,
focusing on MHP. Finally, Section 2.6 takes a look towards the future, thus
answering the first research question.

2.1 Requirements

A number of requirements can be identified related to digital television tech-
nology. In this section, the requirements are divided into three different cat-
egories: infrastructure, smooth transition, and receiver functionality. The
following list explains them in more detail.

• Infrastructure: digital television technology implies an equipment
upgrade, both for the broadcaster and at home. The broadcaster needs
to transmit not only the A/V stream, but data as well within the MPEG-
2 stream. At home, the MPEG-2 stream has to be received and pro-
cessed.

• Smooth Transition: today, the most basic and important requirement
is to assure a smooth transition from analogue television to its digital
counterpart. The four main requirements in this category are:

– Horizontal-Market: the decisions of governments, broadcast-
ers, institutions, independent consortia, and receiver manufac-
turers towards the creation of open and interoperable standards
meet this requirement [23].

– Easiness of Use: digital television must take into consideration
the technical skills of its viewers, a heterogeneous group with
very different backgrounds (e.g., elderly people versus teenagers)
[42].

– Price: taken into account that most households have at least
two televisions, the amount of money needed for the transition
should be minimal. One alternative followed by some govern-
ments (e.g., Italy, Berlin) is to provide financial subsides.

– Viewers Expectations: users will adopt digital television only
if they can enjoy its benefits. Basic improvements include:

∗ Better Quality: ”Picture quality was another important
factor in the decision to go digital, particularly in areas
where reception quality was bad” [35].

∗ Content: ”their main motivation to subscribe was for more
channels” [35]. In addition, the CENELEC report identi-
fies multiple channels as an important element in attracting
consumers [23].

∗ Services: a Counterpoint study found that interactive ser-
vices were a ”nice extra” for the users [35]. As confirmed
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by the CENELEC report: ”there are no broadcasters or op-
erators generating significant revenues from interactive ser-
vices” [23]. Nevertheless, it is important to notice that in
both documents, Electronic Program Guide (EPG) / Navi-
gator and Super Teletext are considered basic requirements.
For example, in the section of the Counterpoint study refer-
ring to consumer attitudes towards EPG: ”...they did not see
it as a product or service, but rather as simply the new way
of finding programmes to watch” [35].

• Receiver: the first approach to attract consumers is to provide ba-
sic capabilities that meet viewer expectations at the lowest possible
price. The most basic requirement is the support of the broadcasted
A/V stream and subtitles. Some extra capabilities include conditional
access, return channel mechanisms, storage capacity for DVR, and
Java application support.

Table 2.1 summarises the identified requirements for digital television
systems based on the previous list. In addition, it includes the solutions
currently adopted to meet them.

2.2 Infrastructure

Digital television implies a change in infrastructure, both at the broadcast
station and at home. First, the broadcast stations need to update their equip-
ment so that they can transmit an MPEG-2 stream including A/V signal
and data. Then, viewers need a receiver that supports the digital television
stream. In this section, the broadcast system is explained by using Otadigi2

as a reference. Otadigi is a terrestrial digital television channel operating
since December 2002 in the Helsinki University of Technology campus area.
The basic architecture of the receiver is described based on the functionality
it is expected to perform.

Broadcast System
Figure 2.2 depicts a typical example of a terrestrial digital television broad-
cast system [P6]. It is composed of the following components: MPEG-2
encoder, DVB Asynchronous Serial Interface (ASI) Internet Protocol (IP)
link pair, gateway server, remote control/monitor unit, object carousel, mul-
tiplexer, modulator/transmitter, and antenna. First, the A/V stream is en-
coded with the MPEG-2 encoder. Because people in several locations (e.g.,
students, researchers) will encode their A/V content, the encoder is stored in
a mobile rack and connected to the broadcasting system by using the DVB-
ASI IP links. The object carousel3 contains application code and data. It
can be uploaded using the gateway server. Next, the multiplexer generates
the final MPEG-2 transport stream by combining the outputs of the object
carousel and the DVB-ASI IP link. Finally, the modulator/transmitter feeds

2http://www.otadigi.tv
3A data carousel is an object carousel, in which the information is not structured.
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Table 2.1: Current Basic Requirements of Digital Television.
Requirements Current Solutions
Infrastructure

Home
Receive TV Antenna
Watch TV TV set
Tune to DTV Stream Set-top box, Integrated re-

ceiver
Broadcast System

Audio/Visual Stream MPEG-2 encoder
Data Stream (e.g., applications) Object / Data carousel
Transmission of MPEG-2 stream Multiplexer / Modulator /

Transmitter / Antenna
Smooth Transition

Horizontal-Market Use of standards agreed by
major players

Ease of Use Usability considerations
Price Lower prices (e.g., govern-

mental subsidies)
Viewer Expectations

Video and Audio Better quality
Content Increased number of channels
Services Navigator / Super Teletext

Receiver
Audio/Visual Support Visual stream (MPEG-2)
Subtitle Support Text over video
Application Support Procedural / Declarative
Storage Capacity Hard drive
Conditional Access Security mechanism
Return Channel Analogue modem
World Wide Web Access XML user agent
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the multiplexed MPEG-2 transport stream to the antenna. The remote con-
trol/monitor can be used to monitor the whole system.

Figure 2.2: Broadcast System Architecture.

Home
The digital television receiver is designed to receive and decode broadcast
television services. It tunes to the required channel, extracts and decodes
the selected data, checks the access rights of the user, and outputs picture,
sound, and services. Figure 2.3 depicts the basic architecture of a digital
television receiver. It can be divided into five main blocks: tuner / demodu-
lator, demultiplexer, conditional access system, decoders, microcontrollers,
and I/O devices [12, 30, 40, 82, 127].

First, the transport stream coming from the antenna (i.e., RF input) is
tuned and recovered as an MPEG-2 stream by the tuner/demodulator block.
Then, the MPEG-2 stream is demultiplexed into audio, video, subtitles, and
data streams. The demultiplexing is controlled by the conditional access
subsystem, which controls the user rights to the broadcasted material. Af-
ter decoding each stream separately (i.e., video, audio, subtitle, and data),
the resulting information is fed to the microcontroller. The microcontroller
embeds the software architecture, controls the I/O ports, and manages the
whole functionality of the receiver.

2.3 Smooth Transition: Open Standards

Four major requirements needed to ensure a smooth transition to digital tele-
vision have been defined: horizontal-market, ease of use, price, and user
expectation. Because a thesis should be kept within the boundaries of the
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Figure 2.3: Receiver Architecture [36].

research questions, this section only studies the different open standards de-
veloped around the world in order to achieve a horizontal-market model for
digital television. This thesis pays special attention to the DVB standardis-
ation procedure because of its guiding principles:

• Market-led: It is not worth developing standards if the market is not
ready to accept them.

• Interoperability: Assuring viewers that all systems on the market
behave the same way.

• Open: The standard is agreed, approved, and published by a recog-
nised standards body so they are available at minimal cost worldwide.

Digital Television Transmission
Regarding the transmission of digital television, there are three major re-
gional standards: Advanced Television Systems Committee Advanced
(ATSC) in North America, Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting (ISDB)
in Japan, and DVB in Europe. In addition, at the time of writing this the-
sis, China is developing its own standard, Digital Multimedia Broadcast-
ing - Terrestrial (DMB-T), for terrestrial transmission. Even though all the
standards rely on MPEG-2 streams to deliver digital television content, the
audio format and video resolution allowed are not the same, as shown in
Table 2.2. Other major differences are related to modulation, bandwidth,
and video rate. For example, the modulation used in ATSC terrestrial is 8
Vestigial Side Band (8-VSB), the poor performance of which made Taiwan
change their decision and adopt the DVB-T transmission standard instead.

DVB is a consortium of around 300 broadcasters, manufacturers, net-
work operators, and regulatory bodies officially inaugurated in 1993. They
have come together to establish a common European standard for digital
television, defining DVB-S [47] for satellite, DVB-T [53] for terrestrial,
and DVB-C [49] for cable transmission. During 2004, DVB also published
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Table 2.2: Overview of Broadcast Technologies [7, 10, 57, 65, 103, 113,
134].

DVB ISDB ATSC
Audio Coding MPEG-2 Audio MPEG-2 AAC Dolby AC-3
Video Config MPEG-2 Video
Multiplexing MPEG-2 Transport Stream
Video Format 1920x1080 1920x1080(i) 1920x1080(p)
(i) = inter-
laced

1280x730(p) 1980x1080(i)

(p) = progres-
sive

25Hz: 720x480(p) 1280x720(p)

720x576 720x480(i) 704x408(p)
544x576 640x480(p)
480x576,288

30Hz:
720,640,544,
448,325x480
352x240

DVB-H, which extends concepts from DVB-T to handheld terminal recep-
tion. In addition, DVB has standardised other transmission-related issues
such as:

• Service Information System (DVB-SI): to comprehensively identify
transport communication and service content [55].

• Access Common Interface (DVB-CI): to restrict unauthorised ac-
cess to programs.

• Teletext transmission transport system (DVB-Text): to carry a fixed-
format teletext system in the MPEG-2 transport stream [46].

• DVB Subtitling System: to allow the user to see different subtitles
[50].

• DVB Interaction Channel Public Networks: to include networks
such as PSTN [48].

Software Middleware
Today there are a number of alternatives to receiver software middleware.
Some of them are proprietary systems (e.g., MediaHighway4, OpenTV5),
but this thesis would rather concentrate on open standards to meet the horizontal-
market requirement. Nevertheless, as with transmission mechanisms, open
standards vary according to region, as shown in Figure 2.4:

• MHP: defined by DVB for terrestrial, cable, and satellite environ-
ments [51, 52].

4http://nds.com/middleware
5http://www.opentv.com
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• DTV Application Software Environment (DASE): defined by ATSC
for North American terrestrial transmission [8].

• OpenCable Application Platform (OCAP): defined by CableLabs
for North American cable transmission [21, 20].

• Advanced Common Application Platform (ACAP): the latest North
American initiative for the harmonisation between OCAP and DASE
standards [9].

• STD-B23/STD-B24: defined by the Association of Radio Industries
and Businesses (ARIB) for Japanese digital television receivers [3, 4].

In 1997, DVB started a subproject, called MHP, in order to define a
platform-independent interface between applications and receivers (i.e., a
common middleware software). The guiding principles (i.e., market-led,
interoperability, and open) ensure that the user can purchase any MHP-
compliant receiver on the market and it will support all the broadcasted
services. The major components of MHP are the following [139]:

• DVB-J platform: consists of a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and a set
of digital television-specific APIs.

• Content formats: includes image, video subtitles, and resident and
downloadable fonts.

• DVB-HTML: allows the visualisation of XHTML-based content.

• Network: defines both broadcast access and interaction channel us-
age.

Figure 2.4: Worldwide View of Standards for Receivers. Source: MHP
(http://www.mhp.org, April ’05).

MHP middleware defines two different languages for implementing broad-
casted applications: DVB-J and DVB-HTML. The former is based on Java
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and is intended for interactive applications, while the latter is a subset of
XHTML intended for information services (e.g., Super Teletext).

Currently, the major challenge is to harmonise all the different regional
open software middleware solutions into a common core framework. With
that intention in mind, DVB formed the MHP Umbrella Group (MUG),
whose task was the definition of such a framework, i.e., GEM [54]. The
principles guiding the conception of GEM are:

• To maximise interoperability between different organisations.

• To maximise the presence of MHP components.

• To take into account local business and technical constraints.

GEM was defined by removing from MHP 1.0.2 these-region specific
parts (i.e., DVB-dependent parts), thus introducing a worldwide core soft-
ware middleware definition. As such, GEM cannot be considered a stand-
alone specification, but each region should incorporate the functional equiv-
alents of these removed parts (i.e., service information and conditional ac-
cess). Figure 2.5 depicts GEM as described in the following list:

• STD-B23 (ARIB): describing its own service information description
and network protocols.

• OCAP (CableLabs): apart from its own service information and
conditional access, OCAP provides support for native, unbound, and
monitor applications. Native applications are those written for a spe-
cific host, while unbound applications are those not dependent on a
specific channel (e.g., e-mail). Finally, the monitor application is re-
sponsible for managing the lifecycle of the unbound services, thus
making the network operator responsible for the state of the receiver.
For example, it can upgrade an application stored in the receiver.

• ACAP (ATSC and CableLabs): it will include features from DASE
and OCAP. Basically, it combines Java from OCAP and HTML from
DASE. Still, ”the formal relationship between OCAP and ACAP re-
mains to be decided” [109].

Network Protocols

ACAP

DASE
Features from

OCAP

Unbound Application
Conditional Access
Service Information

Monitor Application

Service Information

MHP

Service Information
Conditional Access

ARIB STD−B23

Network Protocols
GEM

Figure 2.5: GEM Specifications [109].
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2.4 Evolution of Digital Television Receivers

This section studies the evolution of the receivers from the standardisation
point of view. Thus, it studies how the different regional initiatives have
considered the requirements for digital television receivers presented in Ta-
ble 2.1. These requirements include A/V, subtitle, and application support,
storage capacity, conditional access, the return channel, and WWW access.

DVB Java API
extensions for
interactivity

Broadcast transport
protocol

DVB−HTML
(optional)

Interactive
transport
protocols
including IP

DVB−HTML
(optional)

Java APIs
to link
Web/e−mail

and e−mail
Web browser
client

Broadcast
transport
protocols:

IP

MHP 1.1.x
MHP 1.0.x DVB Java APIs

Java VM

Enhanced
Broadcast

Broadcast

Internet
Access

Smartcard API
Xlet via http
DVB−HTML
(optional)

Interactive

Application storage

Media formats
MHP 1.0.x
MHP 1.1.x MHP 1.1.x

Figure 2.6: MHP Profiles [108].

MHP defines three different profiles so that the transition from analogue
television follows gradual steps. These profiles, depicted in Figure 2.6, are:

• Enhanced Broadcast: intended for accessing broadcasted services
with local interactivity.

• Interactive Broadcast: for real interactive applications supporting
the interaction channel.

• Internet Access [120]: includes Java APIs for Web browsers and e-
mail clients and IP broadcast transport protocol.

MHP decided to publish two standards: MHP 1.0 [51] and MHP 1.1
[52]. Because of their similarities, both the Enhanced and Interactive Broad-
cast profiles are included in MHP 1.0. On the other hand, MHP 1.1 intro-
duces, in the Internet Access profile, a number of extensions (e.g., persistent
storage of applications, application download over the interaction channel,
smartcard API) [121]. Currently, the MHP test suite used to evaluate the
compliance of commercial set-top boxes is based on MHP 1.0.2 (i.e., MHP
1.0 version 1.2.1). Hence, manufacturers have been so far concentrating on
MHP 1.0 and waiting for a future market for MHP 1.1.

Similarly to MHP, OCAP decided to publish two profiles: 1.0 [21] and
2.0 [20]. The first one is based on MHP 1.0.2, but takes into account cable
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Table 2.3: Receiver Capabilities in Different Regional Standards.
MHP OCAP DASE Level ARIB

1.0 1.1 1.0 2.0 1 2 3
Audio/Visual X X X X X X X B24
Subtitles X X X X X X X B24
Applications

Procedural X X X X X X X B23
Declarative - X - X X X X B24

Return Channel X6 X X X - X X B21/
B24

Conditional Access X X X X -7 - - B21/
B388

Storage Capacity - X X9 X X10 X X B38
Internet Access - X X11 X - - X B21/

B24

transmission specifics. Hence, it includes return channel mechanisms and
storage capacity. The second one, based on the MHP 1.1 series, introduces
a declarative application environment. DASE, on the other hand, decided
to produce three standards: DASE Level 1 (DASE-1) [8], DASE Level 2
(DASE-2), and DASE Level 3 (DASE-3). The first defines both a declar-
ative and a procedural environment, but it is only intended for broadcasted
content. The second will consider return channel capabilities, while the last
will include Internet access. In Japan, ARIB standardises both procedural
and declarative environments in STD-B23 [3] and STD-B24 [4], respec-
tively. In addition, STD-B21 [5] describes the configuration of the receivers
and STD-B38 [6] specifies the home servers.

In conclusion, all the regional standards take into consideration the basic
requirements for digital television receivers such as video, audio, applica-
tion, and subtitle support, storage capacity, bi-directional channels, and con-
ditional access mechanisms. Table 2.3 shows a comparison of the profile of
each standard that includes these requirements.

2.5 Current State - Multimedia Home Platform

Currently, a maturity period regarding terrestrial digital television and MHP
has started. Some regions like Finland, Berlin, Italy, Korea, and Catalonia
already broadcast applications together with television content. At the same
time, MHP authoring tools are spreading; some examples include Evolu-

6Interactive Broadcast Profile.
7”This specification does not define or rely upon the use of conditional access facilities” [8].

Yet it is included in ATSC Doc A/70: ”Conditional Access System for Terrestrial Broadcast”.
8Defines Super Conditional Access for copyright protection. In addition, it includes a pay-

ment control system.
9For example, the Monitor application.

10Local file system (e.g., org.atsc.registry).
11An unbound application can be, for example, a WWW browser.
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tion Console from Osmosys12, Sofia Tools from Sofia Digital13, Cardinal
Studio from Cardinal System14, and AltiComposer from Alticast15. More-
over, open-source MHP implementations can be downloaded from the Web
(e.g., OpenMHP16, mhp4free17, XletTView18) for individuals that want to
learn about the subject. Universities are including DVB and MHP in their
curricula, and books specialising in the topic are being published [38, 112,
127, 152]. This section reviews the status of MHP at the time of the writ-
ing of this thesis. First, it studies MHP-compliant receivers and describes
broadcasted applications. Then current limitations are outlined.

Receivers
In the last years, the number of MHP-compliant receivers has increased.
These receivers implement the Interactive Broadcast profile of MHP 1.0.2.
Hence, they support DVB-J, an interaction channel via analogue modem,
and an application manager. Some of the receivers include I-can from Ad-
vanced Digital Broadcast (ADB)19, Mediamaster 310T from Nokia20, DTR
4600 from Philips21, and DTB-9500F from Samsung22. New models in-
clude better return channel connections (e.g., LAN) and digital video recorder
capabilities (e.g., 7100TX model from I-can). There are, as well, several
MHP stacks developed for commercial use, such as those from Osmosys,
Sony, Motorola, and Zentech. Finally, regarding the hardware configura-
tion, receivers include Flash memory from 8MB to 32MB for storing sys-
tem software, 16MB to 64MB of RAM for running applications, and chip
processors with MPEG-2 decoders and CPUs of around 250MHz or less23.

Applications
The development of MHP applications has become a lucrative business, as
can be seen from the number of graphical authoring tools available on the
market (e.g., Cardinal Studio). The range of available services in digital ter-
restrial broadcast networks is ample; some examples include games, com-
mercials, weather, home shopping and banking, EPG, and Super Teletext
services. Please refer to the report ”Analysis of the Current Situation” [92]
from The MHP Knowledge Project for a complete study on the issue. As
pointed out in the requirements table, Table 2.1, at this moment the two
basic applications for digital television are EPG and Super Teletext. The
former shows information related to the scheduled A/V content. The latter
is a new version of traditional teletext in which multimedia content is broad-
casted within the MPEG-2 stream as an MHP application, instead of using

12http://www.osmosys.com
13http://www.sofiadigital.com
14http://www.cardinal.fi
15http://www.alticast.com
16http://www.openmhp.org
17http://www.mhp4free.net
18http://xletview.sourceforge.net
19http://www.adbglobal.com/
20http://www.nokia.com/
21http://www.philips.com/
22http://www.samsung.com/index.htm
23For example, ADB’s 7100TX uses STi5100 (http://www.us.st.com/stonline/books/pdf/docs/10421.pdf).
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the vertical blanking interval.
Figure 2.7 depicts an application broadcasted in the Otadigi network.

The application is a television portal for Red Cross24, but it follows basic
digital television design guidelines that can be generalised as essential con-
cepts. The application layout is divided into different frames for visibility
purposes. First, on the left, different sections can be navigated using the
remote control up and down buttons. As the user navigates through the
sections, an icon at the bottom left indicates his current location within the
portal. In addition to the icon, the title at the top of the current page changes
as the user navigates. The content of each section is displayed to the user in
the middle of the screen. When the full text and images do not fit, the con-
tent is divided into different pages. Finally, at the bottom of the screen, the
colour buttons provide specific navigational functionality: go to the home
view (red), go to previous page (green), go to next page (yellow), and exit
the application (blue). Following usability principles, only those colour but-
tons that can be used at a specific moment are fully visible to the user; the
rest are disabled.

There are several important lessons to be learnt from this example. First,
because the number of colours defined in DVB-J is limited25, the static in-
formation, such as the frame structure, the background, the colour buttons,
and the static icons, is developed using an MPEG-2 I-frame. In addition, the
rest of the images used in the application are dithered to the DVB-J palette.
The smallest font used in the application is 18 points high, otherwise the
viewer cannot see the text from the sofa. Also, Tiresias type is used. Fi-
nally, the safe area defined by MHP is taken into consideration, which is
why the amount of information that can be displayed is limited.

Limitations
The limitations of current commercial MHP-compliant digital television re-
ceivers are the following:

• Start-up time: even though manufacturers have improved the current
models in relation to their first ones, the start-up time of the applica-
tions is not optimal yet.

• Interaction channel capabilities: currently most of the commercial
receivers use analogue modem, which makes accessing other content
than the broadcasted content extremely slow.

• Usability issues: in my opinion manufacturers have not yet carried
out enough usability studies concerning the receivers, meaning that it
is difficult for people with no technical skills to use the receivers.

• MHP 1.0.2 compatibility: since the MHP suite in use is based on
MHP 1.0, MHP 1.1 features are not included in current set-top boxes.
These include storage capacity, Web and e-mail clients, smartcard
APIs, and XML parsers.

24The original developers of this application were Jami Vilpponen, Lin Quan, Piia Pulki-
nen, and me. The application was developed during the course T-111.077 ”Special Project on
Content Production: Digital Television” (2002-2003).

25April 2005: MHP 1.1.2 [58] includes RGB 4444 as minimum.
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(a) Current News Page. (b) History of Red Cross.

(c) Contribute to Red Cross (Page 1). (d) Contribute to Red Cross (Page 2).

(e) First Aid Online Course (Page1). (f) First Aid Online Course (Page2).

Figure 2.7: Red Cross Application Running in Otadigi.
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• DVB-HTML: its adoption in the short term is quite improbable26.
Some products such as Pontegra from Nionex27, ACE Browser from
Ortikon28, Escape from Espial29, and Osmosys browser claim to be
DVB-HTML compliant. The problem is that because there is no test
suite for MHP 1.1, true complete compliance cannot be assured.

2.6 A Look Towards the Future

In the future, when both digital television and MHP 1.0 have reached the
majority of the population, there will be a group of people demanding high-
end receivers. In this situation, the receiver will truly become another mul-
timedia platform at home. Thus, its convergence with other devices will be
a major challenge. Some of the topics that should be taken into account are:

• Storage Capacity (MHP 1.1 compatible): including storage capac-
ity in the receivers will permit new services such as downloadable
games and DVR. One important related issue is how to manage the
digital rights of the distributed content.

• Conditional Access (MHP 1.1 compatible): in order to receive pay-
per-view channels and events.

• WWW Access (MHP 1.1 compatible): there are a number of re-
quirements for making the receiver WWW capable. First, the interac-
tion channel mechanism should be upgraded (e.g., to LAN). Second,
XML parsers should be included locally. Finally, the browser client
specified in the Internet Access profile should be implemented.

• Streamed Media (MHP 1.1 extension): apart from the broadcasted
A/V content, media could be streamed to receivers via any network
(e.g., broadcast, interaction channel). In order to support these media,
apart from upgrading the interaction channel, a video player capable
of showing formats other than MPEG-2 is required30.

• 3D Graphics Support (MHP 1.1 extension): 3D graphics are be-
coming more important, and their support in receivers is probably a
matter of time. One can think of three different approaches: first,
convergence with game consoles, in which special video cards with
hardware acceleration and use of more efficient languages than Java
are required. Second, 3D-based widgets are already provided by some
MHP authoring tools, since only basic graphics functions (e.g., poly-
gons) are required. Finally, 3D graphics concepts based on Open GL
(e.g., lighting, texture) can be provided at the Java level (e.g., Java
3D) and at the declarative level (e.g., X3D).

26April 2005: MHP 1.1.2 [58] says that it relevance in today’s market is unclear.
27http://www.nionex.com
28http://www.ortikon.com
29http://www.espial.com
30April 2005: MHP 1.1.2 [58] includes support for multiple video decoders.
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2.7 Summary

This chapter has explained the fundamentals of digital television. First, it
presented the results of the regional organisations involved in the standard-
isation of digital television: ATSC and OpenCables in the USA, DVB in
Europe, and ARIB in Japan. In addition, because the existence of open stan-
dards will assure a smooth transition from analogue television, the world-
wide initiative started by GEM has been introduced. Then, the current state
of digital television systems was surveyed and a look towards the future was
proposed, identifying future extensions to the MHP standard. These exten-
sions include streamed media and 3D graphics support and WWW access,
which will be analysed in more detail in the rest of this thesis.
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3 CONTENT AUTHORING FORMATS AND APPLICATION

ENVIRONMENT FOR DIGITAL TELEVISION

Virtual Machine Languages (Java)
Markup Languages (XML)

Compiled Languages (C)

Application Environment for DTV

(Definition of a worldwide App. Env.)
Chapter 3: Content Authoring Formats

The previous chapter started the discussion about the digital television
environment. It covered the following topics: transmission mechanisms,
receiver configurations, current limitations, and possible improvements. In
addition, the major regional standardisation bodies and their software mid-
dleware proposals were introduced.

This chapter focuses on the authoring content formats that digital televi-
sion service providers can use for implementing applications. First, Section
3.1 defines interactive multimedia. Based on this definition, a set of met-
rics for multimedia authoring formats are presented in Section 3.2. Section
3.3 proposes a taxonomy of content authoring formats, dividing them into
programming and markup languages. Then, examples of each category are
reviewed and compared, resulting in an study of their potential use for digital
television services in Section 3.4. Finally, common procedural, declarative,
and application environments for digital television receivers are proposed in
sections 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, respectively.

3.1 Multimedia and Interaction

Developing a new multimedia taxonomy is a task beyond the scope of this
thesis. Hence, this section, based on a literature review, aims to define multi-
media and interaction. In the literature, multimedia is defined as [158]: ”an
interactive computer-mediated presentation that includes at least two of the
following elements: text, sound, still graphic images, motion graphics, and
animation”. This widely accepted definition sounds convincing, but what
does media actually mean? What are the real differences between text and
graphics if both are received visually?

A deeper study of multimedia foundations defines media as a combi-
nation of signs, and takes into account their modality, nature, and syntax
[143]. First, the basic purpose of multimedia is to transmit information
from a source to a recipient [158]. This information is later perceived by
the recipient through her senses (i.e., modality). Second, the information is
composed of a number of signs. These signs can be categorised, depending
on their abstraction level (i.e., nature of the sign), into concrete, iconic, and
symbolic. Thus, any common media type (e.g., image) can be described
based on modality and nature of the sign. For example, a photorealistic im-
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Table 3.1: Proposed Media Taxonomy, Based on [78, 143, 166].
Moda-
lity

Nature of the Sign Syntax

Concrete
Iconic

Abstract
Iconic

Symbolic Spatial Tem-
poral

Audio aural yes yes yes yes yes
Graphic
/ Image

visual yes yes no yes no

Text visual no no yes yes no
Animation visual yes yes yes yes yes
Video visual yes yes no yes yes

age is a visual concrete sign and a written word is a visual symbol. Finally,
in order to acquire a meaning, these signs have to be organised in a valid
manner (i.e., syntax).

As a conclusion, different media can be categorised based on the fol-
lowing concepts, as shown in Table 3.1: modality, nature of the sign, and
syntax. For example, a show featuring 3D talking heads will fall into ani-
mation + audio media, while a movie with subtitles will be animated text +
audio + video.

Another essential characteristic of multimedia is its interaction. The
level of interaction provided by a service can be seen on a continuum rang-
ing from zero to one [158], as depicted in Figure 3.1. Zero interaction stands
for non-interactive presentations, such as films shown in a movie theatre, in
which the user just pays for a ticket, sits down in his seat, and receives in-
formation. At the other end of the spectrum, interaction level one stands for
highly interactive communications such as face-to-face communication. In
between levels one and zero, one can differentiate activities such as scrolling
a Web page, following a hyperlink, or playing a video game.

Zero One

Broadcast
TV

Face−to−Face
Communications

Multimedia
Authoring

Video
Games

Interactive
TVSurfing

Web

Level of Interaction

DVD

Figure 3.1: Levels of Multimedia Interaction.

According to Aleem, the level of interactivity can be divided into the
following categories [1]: passive, reactive, proactive, and directive. Table
3.2 shows an example based on text media.

• Passive: the multimedia presentation is visualised to the user, but she
does not have any control over it.

• Reactive: the user has limited interaction (e.g., turning pages or using
scroll pane functionality).

• Proactive: the user can, for example, choose a path or make selec-
tions (e.g., clicking a button).

• Directive: corresponds to user authoring of information.
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Table 3.2: Example of Levels of Interaction [1].
Passive Reactive Proactive Directive

Text Delivers
information

Page turner,
change
language

Browse, hy-
pertext, fixed
anchors

Prompt user
for informa-
tion

Audio Delivers au-
dio

Change vol-
ume

Change radio
station

Create new
sounds

As a conclusion, interactive multimedia services must include four main
elements:

• Nature of the signs: which kinds of signs are presented to the user.

• Modality: the sense through which the information is acquired.

• Syntax/Arrangement: how the signs/symbols are spatially and tem-
porally arranged.

• Interaction: level of interaction of the service.

3.2 Metrics

After defining interactive multimedia, the next challenge is to identify a
group of measurements that can later be used to categorise content authoring
formats. In this thesis, the following measures are taken into account:

1. Difficulty of Use: measures the programming skills needed for learn-
ing how to use the authoring format.

2. Expressive Power: measures how much a service developer can do
with the authoring format.

3. Interoperability: measures how dependent a format is on the running
environment.

4. Safety of Distribution: the user must completely trust consumer prod-
ucts.

5. Supported Media Types: as defined in Table 3.1, media types include:
audio, text, graphic/image, animation, and video.

6. Arrangement of the signs:

(a) Temporal layout: when different media types are visible or hid-
den.

(b) Spatial layout: where different media types are placed.

7. Interaction:

(a) Passive: zero interaction.

(b) Reactive: limited interaction, such as turning pages.
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(c) Proactive: advanced interaction, for example, selecting a path or
following hyperlinks.

(d) Reciprocal: full interaction. The authorial control over the in-
formation shifts to the recipient.

3.3 Terminology

This thesis divides authoring content formats into programming languages
and markup languages. Programming languages are those in which the de-
veloper programs how to solve a problem (e.g., Java and C languages), while
in markup languages the developer states what is to be solved. Because
markup languages have a higher-level of abstraction than programming lan-
guages, they require little programming experience, are highly interoper-
able, and their expressive power is lower [138]. In addition, this thesis di-
vides programming languages into compiled and Virtual Machine (VM) lan-
guages. The source code of compiled languages has to be compiled for the
settings of the device where they are going to run. On the other hand, a VM
is a software component that emulates its host computer. Hence, compiled
languages lack the benefits of a VM, such as interoperability and safety of
running the code, but they do not require the same overhead.

In addition to the authoring content formats, this chapter studies the ap-
plication environment for digital television. The application environment is
a software middleware that is capable of running services and is composed
of a procedural part and a declarative part. The procedural environment sup-
ports the processing of applications that primarily use procedural informa-
tion to express their behaviour (i.e., the programming languages domain),
while the declarative environment supports the processing of applications
that primarily use declarative information to express their behaviour (e.g.,
the markup languages domain). In this thesis, the terms ”procedural envi-
ronment” and ”execution engine” are equivalent, as are the terms ”declara-
tive environment” and ”presentation engine”.

3.4 Content Authoring Formats

After a discussion of the terminology used in this thesis, this section com-
pares the most relevant content authoring formats for digital television ap-
plications. First, compiled (e.g., C) and VM (e.g., Java) programming lan-
guages and markup (XML-based) languages are reviewed. In addition, two
other multimedia solutions, MPEG-4 and Multimedia and Hypermedia Ex-
perts Group (MHEG), are introduced. Finally, this chapter compares them
based on the metrics identified in Section 3.2.

Compiled Programming Languages: C
One major example of compiled languages is C. Unfortunately, the number
of special-purpose libraries written in C make it impossible, within the scope
of this thesis, to cover all of them. However, some interesting libraries for
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the digital television environment include linuxstb1, linuxtv2, and libsofm-
peg3. Both linuxtv and linuxstb provide software intended for tuning tele-
vision channels (e.g., tzap or dvbtune) and downloading content (e.g., dvb-
data), while libsoftmpeg software decodes the MPEG-2 A/V stream. Re-
garding multimedia capabilities, two other interesting initiatives are Simple
DirectMedia Layer (SDL)4 and DirectFB5. SDL, which is widely used for
game development, is a cross-platform library providing multimedia prim-
itives and an abstract canvas. DirectFB, which started as an alternative to
X-Window for digital television receivers, has currently evolved into a com-
plete windowing system rendering directly in the framebuffer memory.

Another multimedia API considered in this thesis is OpenGL6. Cur-
rently, OpenGL has become the de facto standard for 3D graphics, providing
a comprehensive set of primitives (e.g., camera position, textures), which
permit software developers to implement 2D and 3D graphics applications.
Most recently, Khronos Group has defined OpenGL ES [14]. This standard
is based on OpenGL 1.5 and is intended for mobile and embedded devices
(e.g., digital television receivers).

Virtual Machine Programming Languages: Java
The most significant example of a VM language is Java. Java was conceived
as a tool to produce software for networked consumer devices [62], so porta-
bility and reliability were the main goals. Java programs run on top of a
VM [97], an abstraction of the computing environment. The use of a VM
provides platform independence and restricts potential security attacks. In
order to support Java, a device requires the JVM and must include general-
(e.g., java.lang) and specific-purpose (e.g., java.awt and javax.media) APIs.
This subsection concentrates on APIs related to the digital television envi-
ronment, which include Java TV, Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT), Java
Media Framework (JMF), and APIs for 3D graphics.

Sun Microsystems defines the application lifecycle of digital television
services in JavaTV7 API [22]. When the user launches a JavaTV service,
called Xlet, the receiver’s application manager downloads and controls its
lifecycle. As part of the general API set, Java includes an AWT package
for 2D graphics and user interface development. AWT is in charge of han-
dling user interaction, so developers can provide reactive, proactive, and
even directive levels. Second, AWT supports graphics and text media types
by providing basic graphics primitives, and even allows one to program an-
imations by using threads. Finally, JMF [73] is a Java package intended for
controlling video and audio media types, providing a temporal dimension in
Java. Basically, JMF allows the developer to create A/V players in Java and
control their behaviour.

In addition to supporting A/V content, 2D graphics, and user interac-

1http://cvs.sourceforge.net/viewcvs.py/dvbtools
2http://www.linuxtv.org
3http://www.linuxtv.org/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/libsoftmpeg
4http://www.libsdl.org
5http://www.directfb.org
6http://www.opengl.org
7http://java.sun.com/products/javatv
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Table 3.3: Java Support for Multimedia.
Java API

Media Types
Audio JMF
Text AWT
Images AWT
Animation AWT + Threads
Video JMF

Arrangement of the Sign
Spatial AWT Layout
Temporal JMF / Threads

Interaction AWT Events

tion, Java defines APIs for 3D graphics support. Mainly, there are two al-
ternatives for developers: Java3D and Java bindings for OpenGL. The first
option, Java3D8 is a complete API for developing stand-alone applications.
Java 3D specifies a high-level API, but depends on lower-level implemen-
tations (e.g., OpenGL or Direct3D) for the rendering. The second option,
Java bindings for OpenGL, consists of a thin Java layer that implements
wrappers for OpenGL functionality. Currently, two Java Specification Re-
quests (JSRs) are active: JSR 2319 for OpenGL and JSR 23910 for OpenGL
ES. There are three main advantages in binding native functionalities. First,
programmers do not need to learn a complete new API. Second, the virtual
machine overhead is reduced because the resulting API is a thinner layer. Fi-
nally, the development of the API becomes easier to implement. One major
problem, though, is the number of Java-native communication calls during
runtime.

In conclusion, the Java APIs presented in this section provide the follow-
ing support, as described in Table 3.3. AWT includes media types, such as
images and text, and provides spatial arrangement of the signs (i.e., different
kinds of layout classes). In addition, AWT events provides the mechanisms
for user interaction. Finally, the thread class or the JMF API include tempo-
ral dimension.

Markup Languages: XML-based
Because the Web has evolved, during recent years, from a information ser-
vice provider into an application framework, W3C is updating Web tech-
nologies for current demands. Some recommendations W3C is responsible
for are compared in Table 3.4. These include:

• XML [18]: meta-language used for describing other languages.

• Document Object Model (DOM) [79]: defines the XML tree.

• XML Events [104]: defines how user interaction can be integrated
into DOM.

8http://java.sun.com/products/java-media/3D
9http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=231

10http://www.jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=239
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• HTML [145]: Markup language used for developing Web pages.

• CSS: defines the layout and visual qualities of a document. CSS1 [96]
defines properties for, for example, fonts, background, and text, while
CSS2 [16] extends it with, for example, relative and absolute position-
ing of the elements, new pseudo-classes (e.g., hover), and new box
types (e.g., compact). In addition, CSS2 introduces the concept of
media types, taking into consideration the special presentation qual-
ities of different media (e.g., television, aural, and handheld media
types).

• XHTML 1.0 [133]: reformulation of HTML into XML. XHTML
1.0 is specified in three different Document Type Definitions (DTDs):
Strict forces the uses of style sheets for the look of the document,
Transitional allows the use of style sheets, and Frameset includes
frame support.

• Modularisation of XHTML [2]: the logical division of XHTML el-
ements into abstract modules, each for a different purpose. These
modules include, as depicted in Figure 3.2 (a), core, other XHTML,
W3C, and private modules. This way, depending on the purpose, dif-
ferent XHTML-compliant languages can be defined, as long as they
include the XHTML core module. One example of such a language
is XHTML Basic, intended for resource-constrained devices [131].

• XHTML 1.1 [132]: a modularised version of XHTML 1.0 Strict, as
depicted in Figure 3.2 (b). Frames and related modules (e.g., target),
legacy modules, and name identification modules are not included.
In addition, no applet module is included, but developers can use the
object module instead.

• XForms [43]: for advanced Web forms description.

• XHTML 2.0 [11]: a truly revolutionary language for Web page de-
velopment, in which other W3C languages such as XForms and XML
Events are included [141].

• SVG [61]: for vector graphics images.

• SMIL [80, 81]: a language that defines the spatial and temporal rela-
tionships of a multimedia presentation.

• Timesheets [91]: based on SMIL syntax, this is like CSS but defines
the timing of a document instead of its look. In contrast to SMIL, it
can be applied to any XML document (not a WC3 recommendation).

• XML Compound Documents11: integrate multiple XML recom-
mendations as different namespaces, each one intended for a different
purpose.

11http://www.w3c.org/2004/CDF
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Table 3.4: Comparison between XML-based Languages.
HTML-Based12

XHTML
1.1+CSS

XHTML
2.0+CSS

SVG SMIL XForms13

Media Types
Audio No No Yes Yes –
Text Yes Yes Yes Yes –
Images –

Bitmap Yes Yes Yes Yes –
Vector No No Yes No –

Animation No No Yes Yes –
Video No No No Yes –

Arrangement of
the Signs

Spatial flow and absolute absolute –
Temporal No No No Yes –

Interaction
Passive Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Reactive Provided by User Agent (e.g., Scrolling)
Proactive Yes14 XForms Links Yes
Directive Yes15 XForms No No Yes

Modules
Private

Applet
Presentation
Edit
Bi−directional Text

Other XHTML Modules

Forms
Tables
Basic Forms
Basic Tables

Server−Side Image Map
Client−side Image Map

Image
Object

Name Identification
IFrame
Target
Frames
Intrinsic Events

Legacy
Metainformation
Scripting
Stylesheet
Style Attribute
Link
Base

Structure
Modules

Text
Hypertext
List

Core

Modules
Other W3C

(a) Modularisation of XHTML.

Applet
Presentation
Edit
Bi−directional Text

Other XHTML Modules

Forms
Tables
Basic Forms
Basic Tables

Server−Side Image Map
Client−side Image Map

Image
Object

Name Identification
IFrame
Target
Frames
Intrinsic Events

Legacy
Metainformation
Scripting
Stylesheet
Style Attribute
Link
Base

Modules
Other W3C

Ruby Annotation

Modules
Private

Structure
Modules

Text
Hypertext
List

Core

(b) XHTML 1.1.

Figure 3.2: Evolution of XHTML Modules.

12Scripting can provide, for example, higher interactivity, but in this thesis it is not con-
sidered a markup language. HTML-based languages can include objects such as video or
audio, but their behaviour depends on the user agent’s implementation. Moreover, synchroni-
sation between media objects is only possible by using scripts or other XML languages such as
Timesheets.

13The media types and arrangement of the signs are determined by the root document.
14HTML Forms (e.g., Buttons), but their logic still needs scripting.
15HTML Forms include widgets such as Text Input, but their logic still needs scripting.
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MPEG-4
MPEG has evolved from a set of video and audio compression standards to
a ”complex toolkit capable of providing solutions to the environment” [28].
The MPEG-4 standard defines a scene as a composition of different mul-
timedia objects (e.g., video, 3D, and 2D graphics), including their spatial
and temporal relationships [135]. MPEG-4 is a large and complex standard,
hence it is divided into a considerable number of profiles that permit imple-
mentations of the standard. For example, the Simple 2-D Graphics profile
provides the means to place one or more objects in a scene, while the Simple
2-D Graphics+Text profile supports, as well, coloured and transparent text
[60]. MPEG-4 is intended for all kinds of transmission networks (i.e., it is
transmission agnostic) and can therefore be used, for example, for streamed
content (i.e., Internet portals) and interactive television (i.e., broadcasts).

In addition, MPEG-4 specifies different programming levels, such as bi-
nary format, XML, and Java. First, Binary Format for Scene (BIFS) defines
a hierarchical structure, called a scene graph, which forms a multimedia pre-
sentation. Each node of the graph is an object with properties such as colour,
size, position, and timing [136]. In addition, the author of the presentation
can specify the behaviour of the objects by using BIFS Animations and BIFS
Commands [32]. The first describes the behaviour of an object (e.g., make
an object spin), while the latter describes its conditional behaviour (i.e., its
reaction to user interaction) [63]. Second, the eXtensible MPEG-4 Textual
(XMT) format is declarative, XML-based language, to describe the scenes.
Finally, MPEG-4 defines MPEG-Java (MPEG-J), a set of Java APIs to per-
mit running of Java programs embedded in MPEG-4 presentations.

MHEG
”Although an interchange format, MHEG is more than just a binary for-
mat. It also possesses features that suit real-time interchange in a networked
environment” [107] said Meyer-Boudnik about MHEG-1 in the year 1995
[84]. Since then, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
has published several MHEG-related standards. These standards include,
for example16:

• MHEG-5: a simplified version of MHEG-1 intended for set-top box-
like terminals.

• MHEG-7: conformace testing of MHEG-5 [85].

• MHEG-8: Web technologies and MHEG-5 integration.

In the scope of this thesis, MHEG-5 [41] is the most interesting stan-
dard in the family, because it has been chosen for digital terrestrial televi-
sion receivers in the UK. Basically, MHEG-5 defines an application as a
composition of several scenes. Each scene integrates different multime-
dia objects such as graphics, bitmaps, text, and streams (i.e., audio and
video), the content of which can be accessed from a URL or from the object
carousel. Moreover, MHEG-5 authors can include interactive components

16http://www.jtc1.org/news/MHEGpress.htm
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such as buttons, hyperlinks, and sliders in a scene. Apart from these interac-
tive components, the behaviour of a scene can be defined by objects called
Links. A Link class can specify, for example, to go to the next scene when
the user presses ’right’. In conclusion, MHEG-5 is a platform-independent
authoring format that supports different multimedia objects, temporal and
spatial dimensions, and user interaction.

Comparison of Authoring Formats
C language is the most efficient and powerful (e.g., the developer has di-
rect control over pointers to memory) alternative. But at the same time it
is more difficult to use, less safe to distribute, and less interoperable (i.e.,
each service has to be compiled for the target device). Java, on the other
hand, is less powerful than C. But, because Java is safer to distribute and
developers do not have to worry about the settings of the target device17,
digital television standardisation bodies have selected it for their procedural
environment. Still, in situations in which efficiency is more important than
interoperability, the the use of a compiled language might be the best option
(e.g., a device manufacturer providing a 3D game to their own receivers).

XML languages have been already taken into account for the declar-
ative environment of digital television receivers. Their major benefits, as
commented before, are their ease of use, their interoperability, and safety of
distribution. Because their expressive power is small (i.e., they are not pro-
gramming languages), authors tend to abuse scripting. The main problem
of scripting is that its heavy use leads to low maintainability, accessibility,
and a high learning curve [141]. In my opinion, if an application needs too
much scripting, it probably means that a programming language, like Java,
would better suit its implementation. Hence, markup languages can be used
for less resource-demanding services, such as Super Teletext. Finally, an-
other benefit of adopting XML-based languages is that they are used in the
Web, opening up the opportunity of Web browsing from digital television
receivers.

The MPEG-4 audio and video codecs are a natural evolution from cur-
rent MPEG-2 formats. In fact, the Japanese standard and the latest DVB
specification on Video and Audio Coding for Broadcast Applications [57]
already includes support for them. Regarding the application environment,
there are two major opinions. On the one hand, some people consider
MPEG-4 as a companion of Java in the form of a plug-in, providing comple-
mentary functionalities [63]. On the other hand, because of the expressive
power of MPEG-4, it can be considered more of a competitor than a com-
panion. Probably the main reason why the digital television standardisation
bodies have not relied more heavily on MPEG-4 is its immaturity for the
conservative broadcast environment. In addition, even though MPEG-4 fol-
lows a modular approach, its main drawback is its complexity [27]. Hence,
the development of an MPEG-4 player becomes expensive. In fact, players
supporting 3D graphics are still under development [159]. In addition, there
are only a few authoring tools available, forcing developers to learn a new
language [27], and a script is needed to provide the application logic. Fi-

17But the device manufacturer has to include a JVM + APIs.
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nally, integration between the BIFS node layer and Web browsers does not
explicitly exist [159].

Finally, MHEG has lately been widely used in UK digital broadcasts.
Some of the problems of MHEG are its lack of 3D graphics support, as well
as the need for scripting for the application logic. In the CENELEC tech-
nical report [24], the 6th objective states: ”Enabling coexistence between
MHEG-5 and MHP and facilitating migration from MHEG-5 towards MHP
...”. But, in my opinion, because of the high number of MHEG-5-enabled
receivers on the market, MHP will include MHEG-5 support using an inter-
operable plug-in mechanism18.

3.5 Procedural Environment for Digital Television

This section first reviews the different regional alternatives for a procedural
environment, which, as explained in the previous chapter, have defined Java
as programming language. Then it compares them and defines a worldwide
common architecture for digital television receivers.

DVB-J
The idea behind MHP was to provide a cross-platform middleware for dig-
ital television receivers. DVB-J is the Java stack defined by MHP and is
based on the PersonalJava Specification, upgraded and modified for television-
specific needs. Even though with the advent of J2ME Sun has respecified
PersonalJava as Foundation and Personal Basis Profiles, at the time of writ-
ting this thesis, DVB-J has not taken any decision regarding the matter19.

DVB-J defines a common set of Java APIs for the development of digital
television applications. The packages included, as depicted in Figure 3.3,
are [90, 98, 99]:

• Sun Java: includes the following packages:

– Core Java: basic APIs to implement Java applications, such
as java.lang or java.util. In addition, in order to provide a Java
graphical framework, some parts of AWT are incorporated (e.g.,
Component, Container, Graphics).

– Java TV: manages the lifecycle of the applications.

– JMF: includes JMF 1.0 as a compulsory packet with some clar-
ifications, restrictions, and extensions in order to control the
broadcasted video and audio, and play back audio files.

• Home Audio/Video interoperability (HAVi) Level 2 UI20: specific
widgets extending AWT components for the digital television envi-
ronment. In addition, HAVi includes a television-specific means to
present and interact with interactive applications.

18April 2005: MHP 1.1.2 [58] includes modifications to MHP for its co-existence with
MHEG-5.

19April 2005: MHP 1.1.2 [58] is based on J2ME Personal Basis Profile.
20http://www.havi.org
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• Digital Audio Video Council (DAVIC): addresses issues related to
the MPEG stream.

• DVB: a set of miscellaneous functionalities to glue rest of the pack-
ages together (e.g., access to SI tables, definition of
org.dvb.ui.DVBColor including alpha channel).

DataInteroperable
Application

DataInteroperable
Application

Interoperable
Application

Application
Manager

Transport
Protocol(s)

Sun Java
APIs

HAVi
APIs APIs

DAVIC DVB Specific
APIs

Java Virtual Machine

Operating System, drivers, firmware

System Software

Figure 3.3: DVB-J Middleware Stack [98].

ACAP-J
ACAP-J is the procedural environment for digital television receivers de-
fined in USA. ACAP is an initiative by OpenCable and ATSC (i.e., DASE)
to comply with the GEM standard. ACAP-J is based on the same Java
API and application model as OCAP, and thus DVB-J, with minor modi-
fications. Topics such as security and application and graphics models are
different than in DVB-J. For example, the ACAP-J graphics architecture
does not assure the presence of a background plane and takes into account
the National Television System Committee (NTSC) resolution. Moreover,
ACAP-J defines, apart from the monitor application, two kinds of services:
bound and unbound. Bound applications are those dependent on the cur-
rently tuned channel, while unbound are independent (e.g., e-mail). In order
to signal these unbound applications, ACAP defines, in addition to the Ap-
plication Information Table (AIT), the eXtended Application Information
Table (XAIT).

STD-B23
In its conception, ARIB did not include any procedural environment, but
only a declarative one, STD-B24 [4]. In order to harmonise with the GEM
specification, ARIB produced the STD-B23 [3] standard. STD-B23, named
”Application Execution Engine Platform for Digital Broadcasting”, is a com-
bination between GEM and ARIB STD-B24. Some of the specific exten-
sions to GEM, include, for example, Japanese language fonts and H.264
video format. In addition, applications are transmitted using a data carousel
instead of the object carousel.
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Table 3.5: Comparison Between DVB-J, ACAP-J, and ARIB-AE [3, 9, 39,
51, 52].

DVB-J ACAP-J ARIB-AE
Java Profile Personal Java
Java APIs Java TV, JMF, DAVIC, HAVi
Service Information Different mechanisms21

Bridge to Declarative
Content

Yes No

Other Application Plug-ins Bound,
Unbound,
Monitor

–

Graphics Background+Video+Graphics
– NTSC Japanese fonts

Harmonisation
Table 3.5 compares the different procedural approaches decided by the re-
gional bodies: DVB, ACAP, and ARIB.

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU)-T has published a
document, J.202 [87], for the worldwide harmonisation of the procedural
environment. This document provides the GEM specification as the manda-
tory common core of the execution engine, while region-specific standards
such as ARIB, DASE, OCAP, and MHP are considered as optional and in-
formative. The packages included in J.202, as depicted in Figure 3.4, are
the following [86]:

• Personal Java Application Environment: java.* package.

• Java TV: javax.tv.* package.

• JMF: javax.media.* package.

• DAVIC 1.41 Specification part 9: org.davic.* package.

• HAVi Level 2 User Interface: org.havi.ui.* and subsets of java.awt
package.

3.6 Declarative Environment for Digital Television

This section first reviews the different regional alternatives for a declarative
environment. Then it compares them and defines a worldwide common
architecture for digital television receivers.

DVB-HTML
DVB-HTML is a new optional application type specified in MHP 1.1. It was
introduced as a plug-in in the Enhanced Broadcast profile and as optional
in the Interactive Broadcast and Internet Access profiles. DVB-HTML is

21For example, OCAP defines the XAIT for unbound applications.
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GUI for AV control
(HAVi API)

Basic Java functionality (Personal Java)

Presentation function for media
(JMF API)

Extensions for

(DAVIC API)
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Extensions for
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(Java TV API)
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Procedural Environment

Figure 3.4: Worldwide Procedural Environment for Digital Television [86,
87].

intended for broadcasters that wish to deliver XML-based content. It is
important to notice that DVB-HTML and the Browser Client defined in the
Internet Access profile are different topics. The former is specified in MHP
in great detail as an XML-based format, ensuring interoperability between
broadcasters. In contrast, the Internet Access profile does not specify which
XML languages the browser must support. Hence, it would be possible to
implement the Internet Access profile and not support DVB-HTML. [26, 69,
70, 71, 120, 121, 137, 167]

DVB-HTML, as depicted in Figure 3.5 (a) includes a number of W3C
standards such as XHTML, CSS 2.0, DOM 2.0, and ECMAScript [59].
First, the core of DVB-HTML is a superset of XHTML Basic and includes a
new module, DVB Intrinsic Events, scoped within a new XML namespace,
dvbhtml. Second, DVB-HTML is fully compliant with CSS 2.0, adding a
new media type (dvb-tv) and including some extensions (e.g., MHP graphics
model integration). Third, DVB-HTML includes a number of modules from
DOM 2.0 (e.g., Level 2 core and Level 2 views) and new modules: DVB-
HTML DOM replacing DOM Level 2 HTML because support for HTML
4.01 is not needed; DVB Events DOM to integrate DVB-HTML within the
MHP platform; Key Events DOM to bind remote control events; DVB CSS
DOM for the CSS extensions for the television environment; and DVB Envi-
ronment modules to access environment variables (e.g., the containing win-
dow). Finally, DVB-HTML specifies issues such as an application model, a
bridge with DVB-J, a security model, and A/V synchronisation. The bridge
is an interface that allows the presentation engine to access procedural meth-
ods (e.g., to resize the broadcasted A/V content). Figure 3.5 (b) depicts the
relation of DVB-HTML and DVB-J.

ACAP-X
ACAP selected DASE-1 specifications for their declarative environment. In
terms of XHTML modularisation, ACAP-X is a superset of XHTML Ba-
sic comparable to XHTML 1.1. The only difference is that ACAP does not
support server-side image maps, but it includes support for frames and name
identification. ACAP also includes a number of popular media types such as
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Figure 3.5: Relation Between DVB-HTML and DVB-J.

video (e.g., MPEG), animated graphics (e.g., MNG), audio (e.g., MPEG),
and text (e.g., ECMAScript). But most ambitious is the number of supported
applications types, including ACAP-X, ACAP-J, security mechanisms, and
even compressed (i.e., ZIP). The style sheet support is a subset of CSS2,
similar to the approach used in DVB-HTML, but without extensions outside
the W3C specification. Finally, the defined DOM tree specifies the follow-
ing modules: Core Fundamental, Core Extensions, View, Stylesheets, CSS,
Event, VirtualKeys, and Mouse, User Interface, and Mutation Events.

BML
In October 1999, ARIB published the document ”Data Coding and Trans-
mission Specification for Digital Broadcasting”, STD-B24, which specified
an application authoring format for digital television receivers: Broadcast
Markup Language (BML). The BML specification is really ambitious, being
a superset of XHTML 1.1. In fact, it includes all the modules of modularised
XHTML. Probably the fact that Japanese consumers have a high-level of
technology adoption that cannot be compared to European or American mar-
kets is an important factor here. In addition, the number of supported media
types is extensive. For example, apart from MPEG-2, it includes support
for MPEG-4 video and audio, Japanese characters, streamed text (i.e., sub-
titles). It is fully CSS2 compliant and includes some properties from CSS3
User Interface Module such as nav-index. Finally, it includes DOM Level 1
core, extension, and HTML, and some BML extensions.

Harmonisation
At the time of writting this thesis, one of the biggest challenges ahead is
the definition of the worldwide common declarative environment for digital
television. In this case, contrary to the procedural environment, the final
solution does not seem to be DVB-HTML on a worldwide basis. The major
problems of DVB-HTML are that it is tightly linked with DVB-J and DVB
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transmission mechanisms, it includes a complex event model, and it is com-
plicated and expensive to implement. An extract from the MHP Web page
gives a better idea of the situation:

”Is it true that DVB-HTML may be replaced in the fu-
ture within the MHP 1.1 specification by another TV-centric
HTML-based language? In the spirit of global harmonisation,
it has been suggested that DVB-HTML should be modified or
replaced by the resulting work of the CableLabs-OpenCable
and ATSC-DASE harmonisation. The discussions are still on-
going.22”

Figure 3.6 compares the different regional standards according to their
included XHTML modules. Because of the differences between the stan-
dards, ITU has published ITU-T J.201 [88], a document aiming to specify
a worldwide declarative environment. This document describes the presen-
tation engine, as depicted in Figure 3.7, including the following elements
[86]:

• Common Modules defined in XHTML modularization and/or HTML.

• CSS Style Sheets to control the style.

• TV-specific extension APIs and additional APIs and DOM objects
(e.g., remote control input).

• Media types such as JPG images and MPEG-2 video.

• XML parsers.

In spite of the fact that the three regional standards provide similar func-
tionality, their final solutions and viewpoints differ greatly. In addition to
the technological differences, political interests make the harmonisation of
the presentation engine a difficult task. The CENELEC technical report
[24], referring to the integration of presentation and execution engines into
a single standard, clearly expresses this issue:

”The most likely candidate [...] is ACAP. ACAP [...] will be
made available to DVB in order to for it to evaluate the possible
replacement of its DVB-HTML presentation engine in MHP
1.1 specification. It should however be noted that ARIB has
also proposed BML specification for consideration in this har-
monization process. Therefore, there is insufficient certainty
at this point in time to determine whether harmonization efforts
with respect presentation engines will actually lead to a positive
and useful result within a reasonable amount of time” [24].

In conclusion, a concrete solution worth mentioning is the latest stan-
dard proposed by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineerings
(SMPTE), called ”Declarative Data Essence – Transitional” [155]. This
proposal takes into account the specifics of each regional standard such

22http://www.mhp.org/index.php?id=202
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Figure 3.6: XHTML Modules in Digital Television Regional Standards.

as Poter-Duff composition and navigation properties, includes basic media
types (e.g., MPEG-2 video, jpg, and png), and describes simple locators
(e.g., tv: for tuning and stream selection). Unfortunately, it fails to describe
a proper bridge between the declarative and procedural environments. As
a final conclusion, I would like to propose the following questions: What
organisation should be in charge of defining a standard for the declarative
environment: DVB, OpenCable, ARIB, W3C, or SMPTE? Would it not be
better if all these groups join and harmonise, so the number of tags defined
for the same purpose stop increasing unnecessarily?

3.7 Harmonisation of Application Environment for Digital Television

After a detailed comparison of different alternatives for content authoring
formats, this section completes the picture by studying the application envi-
ronment for digital television receivers. First, as a summary of the previous
sections, Figure 3.8 shows the main differences between the regional soft-
ware middlewares: ACAP, ARIB, and MHP.

ITU has published a document entitled: ”Worldwide Common Core -
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Applications Environment for digital interactive television services,” cata-
logued as ITU-T J.200 [86]. This document describes the worldwide ap-
plication environment, depicted in Figure 3.9, based on two environments:
procedural and declarative. The procedural environment, as depicted in Fig-
ure 3.4, is Java-based and was described in Subsection 3.5. The declara-
tive environment, depicted in Figure 3.7, is XML-based and was studied
in Subsection 3.6. According to J.200, the two environments do not have
to be separated, as a bridge functionality can link them. In addition to the
environments, native applications, proprietary formats, and service-specific
software and content (e.g., MHEG) can be supported, as well as plug-ins
(i.e., Native Software layer).
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3.8 Summary

This chapter has studied content authoring formats for the digital television
environment. First, interactive multimedia was defined, creating a group
of metrics to evaluate different kinds of content formats. These metrics in-
cluded difficulty of use, expressive power, and safety of distribution. Based
on the metrics, a taxonomy of formats was proposed differentiating pro-
gramming languages and markup languages. After that, some representative
examples of content formats, such as C, Java, XML-based, MPEG-4, and
MHEG, were compared and their potential use for implementing digital tele-
vision services was analysed. Then an application environment composed of
a procedural part and a declarative part was proposed for digital television
receivers. The procedural part is based on Java, as defined in GEM (i.e.,
DVB-J), and the declarative part is based on XML, using XHTML, CSS,
different media types (e.g., video), and extensions such as remote control
events.
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4 EXTENSIONS TO GLOBALLY EXECUTABLE

MULTIMEDIA HOME PLATFORM AND

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTERS

Related Work

Audio and Video Support
3D Graphics Support

WWW Convergence

Chapter 4: Extensions to GEM
(Proposals to Enhance GEM)

Note: This chapter is an extended version of [P9].
The focus of this chapter is the future evolution of digital television. The

specific topics, identified in Chapter 2, for such evolution included:

• Personal video recorder

• WWW access

• Streamed media

• 3D graphics support

First, solutions presented by other researchers and companies are intro-
duced in Section 4.1. These solutions include, for example, commercial
products such as Microsoft Networks (MSN) TV and Tivo, and research
ideas such as MPEG-4 broadcast and MPEG-7 support. Because one of
the intentions of this thesis is to propose a common middleware for digital
television receivers, the relation between each solution and the GEM stan-
dard is analysed. Finally, Section 4.2 proposes some extensions to the GEM
standard.

4.1 Related Work

In this section, the most relevant contributions are analysed. First, from the
commercial point of view, Microsoft solutions for future television receivers
and the Tivo personal video recorder are described. Then, research about the
MPEG family of standards as applied to digital television are overviewed in
detail.

Microsoft
MSN TV1 2 Internet and media player is a receiver that includes a TV
browser and other services such as e-mail and EPG. In order to navigate
the Internet, the MSN TV browser supports:

1http://webtv.com
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• HTML 4.0.

• CSS1 and CSS2 absolute positioning.

• A number of media types, such as video and audio.

• JavaScript 1.3 [118].

• A subset of DOM with some variations.

The receiver includes the Microsoft CE2 operating system and Windows
Media Player3 for visualising media files. In addition, a Flash4 player has
been integrated, but external plug-ins or programming languages such as
Java are not supported. Some requirements taken into consideration during
browser implementation were the lack of horizontal scrolling and windows.
Thus, the device only displays one window at a time and the user cannot
open a new browser window.

The Microsoft (MS) TV5 platform is an API intended for digital televi-
sion receivers. It is the middleware included in, for example, MSN TV and
Ultimate TV6 (a personal video recorder). Microsoft has already published
a Foundation Edition and an IPTV Edition. The first is intended for ca-
ble operators, while the second is for broadband providers. These solutions
try to exploit the massive acceptance of Microsoft as a personal computer
operating system and to gain in the entertainment market as well. Thus, Mi-
crosoft has created a new set of prodcuts, such as Microsoft Media Center7

and XBox8, targeting home entertainment.

Tivo
The approach of Tivo9 towards television is similar to that of Apple towards
desktop computers. They have managed to get wide acceptance through
openness and good performance. Tivo is a Linux-based personal video
recorder for digital television. It allows the user to record programs based
on time, program name, genre, and other parameters. In addition, it includes
a recommender system based on the user’s preferences, so Tivo will record
programs that are not explicitly requested by the viewer but can sometimes
provide her with a nice surprise. Finally, it records the entire incoming
stream with an buffer of around 15 minutes, allowing the viewer to replay
or forward content. The main advantage of Tivo is that, being a Linux ma-
chine, it can be expanded as desired10.

2http://msdn.microsoft.com/embedded/windowsce
3http://www.microsoft.com/windows/windowsmedia
4http://www.macromedia.com
5http://www.microsoft.com/tv
6http://www.ultimate.tv
7http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/mediacenter
8http://www.microsoft.com/xbox
9http://www.tivo.com

10http://www.tivofaq/hack
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3D Television
Sony has defined Blendo11, a declarative markup language derived from
Virtual Reality Markup Language (VRML) and intended to move the con-
trol of broadcast enhancements from the studio into the living room [102].
The basic two concepts behind Blendo are surface and time-based. First,
a surface is a rendering region that can contain a video frame, still image,
2D/3D graphics, or even the output of a rendering application (e.g., HTML,
Java). These surfaces can be combined, integrating different objects into
the same scene, while matte (i.e., scene composition) can be used for the
final rendering. Second, Blendo includes a way of defining the timing of the
service, which can be used, for example, to skip watching undesired con-
tent. As depicted in Figure 4.1, the input to a Blendo engine is a text file,
which is parsed and contains the description of the raw scene (i.e., objects
and spatial and temporal information). The objects can be built-in, author-
defined, or native objects implemented, for example, in Java. Hence, Blendo
offers an extensible object model. During runtime, these objects can use cer-
tain managers to access system services such as threads. One implemented
prototype is an interactive sports enhancements for car racing. It includes
polling questions, as well as overlay information (e.g., real time telemetry
data)[144].

Another approach towards 3D TV is the Personalised, Immersive Sports
TV Experience (PISTE) project [17, 101], which studied the possibilities
of MPEG-4 for integrating animated 3D content and television broadcasts.
The PISTE architecture, depicted in Figure 4.2, is composed of the follow-
ing elements: video capture, database repository, preparation unit, authoring
unit, scheduler, and broadcast station. First, the live content is captured with

11http://www.blendomedia.com
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conventional cameras, and specific parameters are taken so that the global
environment can be reproduced. After that, the data is fed to the database
repository, so it can be accessed by the other units. The preparation unit
is in charge of creating the global model (i.e., the viewer can change the
viewpoint) and it uses BIFS to create 2D/3D animated content. The author-
ing unit is responsible for producing the enhanced content, which includes
virtual objects (e.g., the trajectory of a ball), additional textual information
(e.g., statistics), anytime replays (e.g., 3D animation that can be viewed
from any angle), and events notifying of other sports happenings the user
can watch. The final content is scheduled based on director/producer com-
ments and transmitted using the MPEG-2 standard.

These solutions towards a real revolution in television, making it a 3D
environment, sound interesting for future television systems. But proba-
bly, as Magnor wrote: ”they are not coming this year. The TV market ex-
hibits enormous momentum and has already defined a number of previous
attempts at technological advances e.g., High Definition TV (HDTV) and
digital broadcast” [100].

MPEG-4 Enabled Receiver
One of the use cases examined when defining MPEG-4 was interactive tele-
vision. Because of the benefits of MPEG-4 in transmitting small-size files in
which video and 2D/3D graphics are integrated, several projects have been
studying how to provide a MHP/MPEG-4-enabled receiver. Some projects
studied in this subsection include CustomTV, Sambits, and Philips research.
Another intersting project is the ITEA EUROPA project [68], which in ad-
dition to MPEG-4 studies MPEG-21 (i.e., digital rights management) for
high-end set-top boxes.

There are a number of projects dealing with MPEG-4 applicability in
the digital television environment. The trajectory of John Cosmas’ research
is representative of how the topic has been studied. First, the CustomTV12

12http://www.irt/customtv (July 1998 - December 1999)
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project focused on the suitability of the MPEG family of standards for ad-
vanced multimedia content (i.e., MPEG-4), customisation (i.e., MPEG-7),
and broadcast (i.e., MPEG-2) [33, 34]. After CustomTV, the Sambits13

project proposed a platform that includes MHP, MPEG-4, MPEG-7, and
HTML support [83], as depicted in Figure 4.3. Currently, the Instinct14

project studies the co-operation between broadcasting and telecommunica-
tion services for people on the move.

Another demonstration platform combining MHP and MPEG-4 was pre-
sented by Philips at the EUSAI 2004 Symposium [142]. As depicted in
Figure 4.4, such a platform includes the best of both worlds. From MHP,
it includes data storage, application management, security and certification,
storage of user profiles, object carousel support, and remote control support.
From MPEG-4, it includes enhanced graphics, 2D/3D animations, interac-
tivity inside the scene, the possibility of presenting several videos on the
screen, and enhanced quality of compressing.

As a conclusion, all of these alternatives for expanding the MHP stack
with MPEG-4 functionality are interesting. Still, I have not been able to find
the reasons why the MHP standard has not taken MPEG-4 into considera-
tion. The main reason is probably its relative immaturity, a drawback in the
conservative broadcast environment, as discussed in Subsection 3.4. It is
also quite a complex standard, so the development of players and authoring
tools for BIFS is expensive. In addition, the integration between the BIFS
node layer and Web browsers does not explicitly exist.

Game Consoles
Game consoles have opened new markets in the past years. The newest
models include communication mechanisms to play online and offer DVD

13http://www.irt/sambits (January 2000 - December 2001)
14http://dea.brunel.ac.uk/instinct (January 2004 - December 2005)
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playback. The next logical step, after including DVD support (i.e., MPEG-
2) is to provide digital television visualisation. In fact, Microsoft has truly
seen the potential of television, and XBox includes the option of television
reception. Apart from these new features, the basic characteristics of game
consoles include 2D/3D graphics acceleration with a powerful 3D proces-
sor, a game pad input mechanism, and 32 to 64 MB of RAM15. Table 4.1
compares the most relevant models of video game consoles.

The software architecture of current game consoles includes an operat-
ing system or software kernel that provides functionalities such as memory
card management (e.g., DVD) and peripheral device (e.g., game pad) con-
trol. In addition, it can use a network card that provides an Internet connec-
tion for online gaming. Microsoft’s XBox runs a stripped-down version of
the Windows 200016 Kernel and uses APIs based on DirectX17. Playstation
218 uses its own operating system, but a version of Linux19 can be installed,
making it an all-purpose computer system. Futhermore, the hard disk of
the next version, PlayStation 3, will be able to support a variety of operat-
ing systems (e.g., Linux and Mac Tiger), according to Sony’s Web page20.
Some other advances will include, for example, WWW access while playing
games and digital photograph display.

Some conclusions from this subsection are the similarities between the
evolution and ideas behind digital television receivers and game consoles.
With regard to input/output mechanisms, both kinds of devices use a remote
control-like device and the television set. In both cases, the return channel
or communication mechanisms have been included recently, and both of
them are going mobile. The major difference is the processing power of
each machine and the level of complexity. Game consoles include complex

15http://review.cnet.com and http://www.dealtime.com
16http://www.microsoft.com/windows2000
17http://www.microsoft.com/windows/directx
18http://playstation.com
19http://playstation2-linux.com
20http://www.sony.co.uk/view/ShowArticle.action?article=1121156666920
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Game Consoles.
Game Console

XBox PlayStation 2 GameCube21

Processor 733MHz 294.9MHz 485MHz
RAM 64MB 32MB 40MB
Communication Type Ethernet Ethernet 56 Kbps mo-

dem
2D/3D Graphics Acceler-
ation

Yes

DVD Playback Yes Yes No
Broadcast Television Yes No No
Input Device Game Pad
Output Device Television Set

Table 4.2: Related Work Topics.
Project Topic GEM Based
MSNTV WWW Access No

Tivo Digital Video Recorder No
Blendo 3D TV No
PISTE 3D TV No (but DVB)

Sambits MPEG-4 Engine (3D Graphics /
WWW Access)

Yes

ITEA/EUROPA MPEG-7 (Digital Rights Manage-
ment)

Yes

Game Consoles 3D Graphics (additional DVD, Tele-
vision)

No

hardware but do not provide a proper set of APIs, while digital television
receivers are quite simple in their hardware but very complex at the software
level (i.e., APIs).

Summary
A summary of all the projects presented in this section is provided in Table
4.2. This table describes each project, taking into account its main contri-
butions and its relation to the GEM standard. As a conclusion, all these
projects study the evolution of digital television, and they share three objec-
tives: 3D graphics support, video streaming, and WWW access.

4.2 Extensions to Globally Executable MHP

In the previous section, different solutions for future digital television re-
ceivers were studied. Apart from MPEG-4-enabled receivers, these solu-
tions do not aim at extending the GEM standard. In fact, only the research
presented at the EUSAI 2004 Symposium [142] proposed a real integra-

21http://www.nintendo.com
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Table 4.3: Receiver Configurations (please note that each category extends
the previous one) [P9].

Presentation Interaction Network Interope-
rability

Broadcast
Basic DVB A/V Remote Broadcast DVB-T

(MPEG-2 ) Control Infrared
Enhanced 2D Graphics MHP22

Interactive
Basic PSTN MHP23

Internet Keyboard LAN MHP24

xDSL W3C25

Access W3C26

High-End A/V (Any Joystick Bluetooth Extended
format), 3D MHP27

Graphics

tion between MHP and MPEG-4. Because of the problems encountered
with MPEG-4 (e.g., threshold, lack and price of authoring tools), this thesis
proposes a revision of the GEM standard that takes MHP efforts into ac-
count. This thesis tries to complete the picture regarding the evolution of
digital television receivers, keeping in mind the MHP approach. Thus, it
proposes the division of the possible configurations of receivers into several
categories, each one a superset of the previous. The configurations, shown
in Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5, are:

• Broadcast

– Basic: digitalisation of audiovisual content.

– Enhanced: support for DVB-J applications.

• Interactive

– Basic: support for a limited XML user agent.

– Internet Access: complex XML-based support, and thus conver-
gence with WWW content.

– High-End: support for all kinds of multimedia objects, such as
video and 2D/3D graphics.

22Enhanced Broadcast profile.
23Interactive Broadcast profile (without DVB-HTML).
24Internet Access profile (without DVB-HTML).
25Basic XHTML + CSS, no scripting, no forms.
26XML Compound Documents (e.g., SMIL+XForms, XHTML 2.0 + Timesheets.)
27DVB-J stack extended with 3D graphics support.
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Figure 4.5: Configurations of Digital Television Receivers [P9].

Basic Broadcast
The Basic Broadcast profile is intended for people who only want to sit
down on the sofa and watch their favourite show at a given time. This profile
represents the first step towards digital television, in which the audiovisual
content is digitised. The only services needed are those provided by the
receiver manufacturer, such as the native Navigator. This profile takes into
account the majority of the viewers, permitting them to have an initial digital
experience and, possibly, making them realise some of the potential of a
digital television environment.

Enhanced Broadcast
Because of the harmonisation between regional standardisation bodies and
its basis on ITU recommendation J.202 [87], this profile requires the support
of the GEM standard. In this case, in addition to the audiovisual content, the
user can access Java services from the object/data carousel, as explained in
Section 3.5. The services include, for example, DVB-J-based Super Tele-
text, as depicted in Figure 4.6.

Basic Interactive
In this profile, in addition to the broadcast network, the user can access con-
tent through the interaction channel. Currently, as discussed in Section 3.6,
the major challenge ahead is the definition of the supported declarative en-
vironment. Some options include DVB-HTML, BML, and ACAP-X. In any
case, such a format should include XHTML, CSS, media types, and spe-
cific TV inputs (e.g., remote control input). This thesis proposes the support
of basic XML-based documents intended only for visualising content (i.e.,
information services) and with limited interaction. Hence, the solution is
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Figure 4.6: Super Teletext Service (DVB-J) [P9].

Figure 4.7: Super Teletext Page (XHTML+CSS) [P9].

Basic XHTML without forms, CSS2 including opacity and navigation keys,
DOM 2.0 with support for remote control events, and basic media types
such as images. The services include, for example, Super Teletext pages, as
depicted in Figure 4.7.

Internet Access Interactive
This profile extends the Basic Interactive with support of XML compound
documents. These kind of documents integrate multiple XML recommen-
dations as different namespaces, each one intended for a different purpose.
Internet Access Interactive profile is intended for complex services that can
provide interactivity and a temporal dimension. Based on the analysis pre-
sented in Table 3.4, the host language can be either SMIL or XHTML 2.0.
In the first case, because SMIL supports spatial and temporal layout but
only restricted interactivity, XForms can be used for advanced user interac-
tion. In the second case, XHTML 2.0 defines the structure of the document
and includes XForms for user interaction, CSS is used to control the layout
and look of the document, and Timesheets [91] can be used for its temporal
dimension. Timesheets, which is based on SMIL syntax, is like CSS but
defines the timing of a document instead of its look. In contrast to SMIL,
it can be applied to any XML document. One service that can be provided
under this profile is a e-Learning portal as depicted in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: E-Learning Portal (SMIL + XForms or XHTML 2.0 +
Timesheets) [P7 and P9].

High-End Interactive
With this profile, the receiver becomes a powerful multimedia platform, and
thus support for 3D graphics and any audiovisual format is needed. First,
the receiver needs to support multiple decoders (i.e., various video streams
at the same time) and different formats (e.g., MPEG-2 and MPEG-4). Sec-
ond, because OpenGL has become the de facto standard of 3D graphics,
this thesis proposes the extension of DVB-J with a thin Java layer wrapping
OpenGL ES functionality. This feature allows new services such as games,
broadcasted 3D commercials, and even game console convergence. For ex-
ample, Figure 4.9 shows two examples using the underlying OpenGL sup-
port. Taking into account the different programming languages presented in
Chapter 3, 3D graphics can be supported at the following levels:

• Procedural-Intermediate (OpenGL ES): this is a recommendation
to manufacturers to make digital television receivers a more attractive
environment. Two possible scenarios include native games or games
downloaded from an Internet portal.

• Procedural-Interpreted (Java bindings to OpenGL ES): the DVB-
J stack is extended with 3D graphics support. Thus, 3D advertise-
ments can be broadcasted along the audiovisual stream.

• Declarative (X3D): the XML user agent can be further extended to
support documents containing 3D graphics.

Comparison to Commercial Solutions
The contributions presented in this chapter take into account the most impor-
tant requirements for a smooth transition presented in Section 2.1: horizontal-
market and price. Regarding the horizontal-market, the proposed profiles
are based on GEM, the procedural environment of which has already been
ratified by ITU, as described in Section 3.7. The price issue was taken
into account by proposing a set of profiles, meaning that different users can
choose what they really want (e.g., only watching TV or also enjoying the
Web).
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(a) Simple 3D Object Overlying Audiovisual
Content.

(b) Barrel Patrol 3D Game (Downloaded from
http://www.fathomgames.com/)

Figure 4.9: 3D Graphics Services in Digital Television Receivers [P9].
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The advantage of Microsoft’s solutions, from a smooth transition per-
spective, is that Microsoft has always targeted a wide spectrum of the pop-
ulation (i.e., from kids to grandmothers). In addition, consumers are used
to Microsoft’s user interfaces, so it would be an easy transition. The main
drawback, on the other hand, is that it contradicts the basic requirement
of a horizontal-market, according to which proprietary solutions, such as
OpenTV or MediaHighway in the European Union boundaries, should fol-
low the GEM standard. In addition, their Web solution does take specific
digital television requirements, such as lack of horizontal scrolling or win-
dows, into account, but does not account for current W3C standards for the
Web (e.g., XHTML, SMIL).

In the case of Tivo, the problem of standardisation is found once again.
As described in Chapter 2, different regional initiatives have already defined
personal video recorder capabilities (e.g., STD-B38 in Japan or MHP 1.1).
At the same time, with the introduction of GEM, all these issues should be
reconsidered, and Tivo seems as a good learning source. In the proposed
profiles, digital video recording was not considered, because this is issue is
more closely related to the file system than the graphics system. However,
this functionality should be integrated into receivers in the Basic Broadcast
profile so users can record their favourite shows.

4.3 Summary

This chapter has studied different alternatives for future digital television re-
ceivers. Commercial solutions and research have already focused on seam-
less integration of multimedia objects, user interaction, and WWW access.
Unfortunately, these solutions are based on the MPEG-4 standard and, ex-
cept in a few cases, do not take GEM into consideration. Thus, this the-
sis proposes the revision of MHP profiles using GEM as the starting point
(i.e., MHP 1.0). These profiles include: Basic and Enhanced Broadcast, and
Basic, Internet Access, and High-End Interactive. In the Basic Broadcast
profile, the receiver is capable of visualising the audiovisual content, while
the Enhanced profile extends it with support for DVB-J applications. The
Basic Interactive profile includes support for an interaction channel and a
limited user agent, meaning that simple XML documents can be browsed.
The Internet Access contemplates WWW access and supports better XML
compound documents. Finally, the High-End profile supports video stream-
ing and all kinds of multimedia objects, such as video and 2D/3D graphics.
These profiles transform the receiver into a powerful multimedia terminal,
even including game console capabilities.
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5 SOFTWARE GRAPHICS ARCHITECTURE FOR DIGITAL

TELEVISION RECEIVERS

Window Based
Toolkit Based
Scene Based

Proposed Model

Chapter 5: Graphics Architecture
(Device Side Implementation)

Note: This chapter is an extended version of [P8 and P9].
In the previous chapter, possible extensions to the GEM standard for

next-generation digital television receivers were described. This chapter fo-
cuses on the graphics architecture needed to implement such extensions.
First, Section 5.1 reviews current research in software architecture in order
to place my contribution in context. Second, Section 5.2 defines the re-
quirements the proposed graphics architecture should meet. Third, Section
5.3 presents different models of graphics architecture, studying their ben-
efits and drawbacks for digital television. Fourth, Section 5.4 proposes a
graphics architecture based on the reviewed models. Finally, Section 5.5
summarises this chapter.

5.1 Software Architecture Research

According to Garlan and Shaw [67], the architecture of a system describes
its computational components and the interactions between these compo-
nents (i.e., connectors). Modeling the software architecture of a system
brings some benefits, such as facilitates understanding and construction of
the system, and it allows the use of component libraries to reuse certain
components [66]. Garlan identifies three major challenges faced in soft-
ware architecture research [66]: whether developers should build their own
software or use a third party’s, how to incorporate external components in
a system, and how to define architectures for heterogeneous devices (e.g.,
toasters and televisions). Some solutions include Lee’s [93] actor-oriented
design, which takes into account, for example, the mixture of hardware and
software design in embedded systems. Another solution was proposed by
Wijnstra [165], in which he uses component frameworks to support diver-
sity. He defines the system as a group of self-contained and independent
units. Theses units compose the system software, which is divided into
application, technical (i.e., abstraction of the underlying hardware), and in-
frastructure layers. Finally, current research related to this thesis focuses on
”inexpensive, small, heterogeneous, resource constrained” [105] devices or,
as it is called, programming-in-the-many [106, 110].

This chapter characterises the system by defining a group of require-
ments for the graphics architecture of next-generation digital television re-
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Table 5.1: Description of the Components of the Graphics Architecture for
High-End Interactive Television Terminals.

Component Description
XML User Agent As described in the standard
Extended GEM Env. As described in the standard
Application Manager Controls the lifecycle of the applications
Libraries

Graphics Creates a surface composed of 2D,
3D graphics, and video

Sound Plays the audio
Tuning Accesses the TV stream
Audio/Video decoding Decodes the MPEG-2 stream

ceivers. Then, the next chapter describes a concept implementation [146]
of such a system, called Ubik. Ubik is a prototype of a system that meets
the identified requirements, and thus follows the feasibility research setting
defined by Shaw [153]. Finally, Ubik was implemented by reusing a num-
ber of open-source projects, following two strategies described by Clements
[31]:

1. ”Systems can be built in a rapid, cost effective manner by importing
large externally developed components”.

2. ”The functionality of a component can be separated from its compo-
nent interconnection”.

5.2 Requirements

This section identifies the requirements for the graphics architecture of next-
generation digital television receivers. The requirements can be divided into
three groups: software architecture, television characteristics, and entertain-
ment capabilities. The following subsection defines each of these groups.

Software Architecture
Based on the profiles proposed in Section 4.2, the software architecture for
High-End Interactive television terminals can be divided into the following
layered components: XML user agent, extended GEM environment, and
device-dependent libraries. In addition, an application manager is needed
as an interface between the applications and the system. Table 5.1 describes
each of the components, while Figure 5.1 depicts the system architecture.

Game Capabilities
Televisions are entertainment devices sharing a number of requirements
with game environments. Some of these requirements include the use of
joysticks or other input devices for interaction. In addition, game authoring
requires 2D and 3D graphics primitives and a full colour palette. Other me-
dia types that should be supported are images, videos, and animations (e.g.,
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Figure 5.1: Graphics Architecture for High-End Interactive Television Ter-
minals [P9].

moving objects). Moreover, because a game world is composed of differ-
ent scenes, a scene manager is needed to control user navigation or even
overlapping scenes. Finally, the narrative of the games is normally based on
time, and thus support for the temporal dimension is required.

Digital Television Metaphor
Chorianpoulos, in his doctoral dissertation, argues that traditional metaphors
cannot be applied to digital television [29]. He starts from the findings of
the SIGGRAPH’90 workshop on Software Architectures and Metaphors for
Non-WIMP User Interfaces [74], which identifies the following systems that
need of a different approach than Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointing
Devices (WIMP):

• Virtual reality, because of its special input/output devices.

• Embedded systems.

• Notebooks, because of their handwriting and speech recognition ca-
pabilities.

• Hypermedia for hyperlinked multimedia.

He defines digital television receivers as a combination of embedded
systems and hyperlinked multimedia devices, and thus falling into the cat-
egory of non-WIMP devices. Figure 5.2 shows the differences between
WIMP [74] and non-WIMP interfaces. In the first case, the user needs
different contexts to perform different activities at the same time (e.g., to
browse the Internet while drawing an image), while in the second case only
one context is needed (i.e., the TV screen).

Because the WIMP paradigm does not fit digital television, he proposes
a new metaphor called the virtual channel. This metaphor, depicted in Fig-
ure 5.3, considers traditional broadcast as a set of segments (i.e., videos),
which can include extra information (e.g., the score of a football match). A
virtual channel, on the other hand, is a ”dynamic synthesis of discrete video,
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Figure 5.2: Comparison Between (a) WIMP and (b) Non-WIMP Interfaces.

graphics and data control at the consumer’s digital Set-top Box (STB)” [29].
In order to produce the final output, the STB can use different sources, such
as locally stored material, real-time broadcast, and Internet resources.

The basic elements of the virtual channel paradigm, as depicted in Fig-
ure 5.4, are the virtual channel, playlists, video clips, and related informa-
tion. Video clips are defined as distinct A/V items (e.g., a news story) that
can include extra information (e.g., text or an application). These video clips
are arranged as a continuous flow, forming playlists. Finally, these playlists
are manipulated and integrated by the virtual channel. This paradigm is de-
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fined at a high abstraction level, so it does not force any programming lan-
guage, but it could be implemented using, for example, MPEG-4 or SMIL.
Chorianpoulos, in his thesis, provides a high-level implementation for MS
TV platform.

Summary
In conclusion, the requirements that the proposed graphics architecture should
meet are the following:

• Extensions to GEM

– Levels of abstraction: a layered architecture is preferable, so
developers can implement at any level, depending on their goals.
Some examples include Java or XML, as discussed in Chapter
2.

– Presentation: visualisation and integration of different media,
such as 2D and 3D graphics and A/V content.

– User interaction: various user input mechanisms such as key-
board, keypad, and remote control. Digital television receivers
usually lack a pointing device.

• Gaming Capabilities

– Input Device: joystick or game pad.
– Temporal Dimension: the temporal dimension of the applica-

tions need to be supported (e.g., animations).
– Multiple Scenes: the game world is composed of different scenes,

so a scene manager is required.

• Non-WIMP Metaphor

– Metaphor: the screen metaphor, because the desktop metaphor
does not suit devices, such as digital television receivers, in-
tended to show visual content and advanced user interfaces [29].
The screen is considered as a scene composed of different mul-
timedia objects.

– Windowing System: because digital television receivers show
one scene at a time, the underlying architecture should be scene-
based instead of windows-based. Hence, a scene manager would
be more appropriate.

5.3 Graphics Architectures Review

This section includes a review of different graphics architecture models,
analysing their suitability for digital television receivers. The models that
are covered in this section include classic architecture as defined by My-
ers [115], Java graphics systems, and scene-based architectures. First, the
classic architecture as layered into the windowing system, toolkit, and high-
level tools, is studied. The toolkit concept is essential to the Java graphics
system that is explained later in this section. Finally, this section concludes
with a study on scene-based models such as MPEG-4 and GEM.
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Graphical User Interface Classic Architecture
Myers [115] divides the user interface software into three basic components:
windowing system, toolkit, and higher-level tools. The windowing system
is in charge of monitoring and controlling graphical contexts by separating
them into different regions, called windows. The windowing system is di-
vided into a base layer (or window system) and a user interface layer (or
window manager) [114]. The former includes the input and output mod-
els, while the latter allows the user to control the windows and defines their
behaviour. The toolkit is a library of widgets that can be used by any appli-
cation. It assures consistency, because all applications will have the same
look and feel, and it makes the development of Graphical User Interfaces
(GUIs) easier. Finally, higher-level tools come in a number of flavours;
some examples include event-based, declarative, and constraint languages.

Toolkit

Windowing System

Higher−level Tools

Applications

Operating System

Figure 5.5: Classic Architecture [115].

The windowing system is the interface of the operating system and as
such is in charge of managing the input and output models. The input model
handles the devices the user can use to interact with the system (e.g., point-
ing devices), while the output model displays the graphical representation
of the user interface. In relation to the output model, the windowing sys-
tem can either provide a simple imaging model or a sophisticated graphics
package (e.g., as with Macintosh) [114]. The major advantage of the first
option is its simplicity, and thus its efficiency. In addition, extended graph-
ics functionality can be built on top of the windowing system. The second
option, on the other hand, results in a more consistent environment, because
all applications use the same graphics package. Moreover, it permits devel-
opers to implement more attractive (e.g., 3D graphics-based) user interfaces
for the windowing system.

As mentioned before, the toolkit is a library of widgets or user interface
elements that simplifies the developer’s task. Even though some toolkits
provide a collection of procedures, more natural implementations use the
object-oriented paradigm. The most important functionalities provided by a
toolkit include:

• Interaction: to handle user input.

• Canvas Operations: provide the rendering region, canvas [128], and
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graphics primitives such as the rectangle or triangle.

• Set of Widgets: predefined user interface elements (e.g., Button,
TextField) and subregions to place them in (e.g., Container, Panel).

• Graphical Layout: to control the location of the widgets.

Currently, applications are expected to run on a variety of devices and
operating systems. Because developing different versions of the same ap-
plication for each targeted device is not feasible, a generic or abstract GUI
library is needed. An abstract user interface framework is called a virtual
toolkit [115] and hides the differences among various platform-specific im-
plementations. A virtual toolkit provides a generic interface for software
developers and uses, at runtime, the toolkit installed in the device. For ex-
ample, AWT is a virtual toolkit that runs on different operating systems such
as Macintosh, Windows, and Linux.

For example, Linux systems use X-Window, a client-server architecture,
in which X-Server mantains exclusive control of the display and Xlib han-
dles all low-level communication tasks. It follows the motto, ”we provide
mechanisms but not policies”, meaning that X-Window does not specify
any toolkit or window manager. Currently, the most popular approaches
are KDE1 and GNOME2, which are complete desktop environments similar
to commercial solutions. KDE includes a toolkit called QT3 and a win-
dow manager, Kwin4. GNOME includes GTK 5 as a toolkit and does not
impose any window manager. Hence, the user can decide which one she
prefers; some examples include Sawmill6, Enlightenment7, and Fluxbox8.
Finally, because X-Window has been patched but not upgraded for the last
twenty years, X.org9 has taken responsibility for cleaning up the software
and upgrading it to satisfy current needs, offering improvements such as
font management, graphics card support, and composite functionality (i.e.,
the alpha channel). Figure 5.6 depicts the structure of X-Window and shows
how the order of the layers defined by Myers do not have to be strict and,
for example, the toolkit could be below the window manager.

Toolkit-Based Architecture
Java graphics architecture is based on a virtual toolkit called AWT, which
includes support for interaction (i.e., events listeners), canvas operations
(i.e., java.awt.Graphics), a set of widgets, and a graphical layout. The basic
class of AWT is java.awt.Component, which represents a widget. Following
Sun’s terminology, there are two ways of implementing components: heavy-
weight and lightweight. In the first, each Java widget uses a native counter-
part. AWT contains, as well, a native ”peer” - an object that takes care of

1http://www.kde.org/
2http://www.gnome.org/
3http://www.trolltech.com/
4The user can choose to use another window manager.
5http://www.gtk.org/
6http://sawmill.sourceforge.net/
7http://www.enlightenment.org/
8http://fluxbox.sourceforge.net/
9http://www.x.org/
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handling the interaction between the AWT Java object and the peer. In the
lightweight approach, the toolkit permits the developer to create her own
components. In this case, the drawing of the component content must be
done using AWT graphics operations. In addition to java.awt.Component,
AWT defines java.awt.Container, in which components can be placed and
layout mechanisms to arrange them are provided.

The class hierarchy of AWT is depicted in Figure 5.7. The main class is
java.awt.Component, and all widgets and containers are extended from this
class. Each container has a reference to a single LayoutManager and any
number of components, which can be containers themselves.

Object

Component

Button TextArea ...ContainerLayoutManager

FlowLayoutManager

1 1

Window

Dialog

ScrollPane

Figure 5.7: UML Class Diagram of a Subset of AWT.

Because of the evolution of Java language, other Java toolkits in ad-
dition to AWT are available for developers. The most popular for desk-
top development is Swing; HAVi is intended for digital television services,
and Personal Profile is defined for J2ME Connected Device configuration.
All these toolkits rely on the basic AWT principles of java.awt.Component,
java.awt.Container, and java.awt.Graphics classes. On the other hand, Con-
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nected Limited Device Configuration has defined its own toolkit, called
Limited Device User Interface (LCD UI), which does not follow AWT. Fig-
ure 5.8 depicts the different Java toolkits.
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Figure 5.8: Overview of Java Toolkits.

MPEG-4 Graphics Architecture
The MPEG-4 standard provides a way to integrate video, 2D objects, and
3D objects in the same scene by using BIFS. An MPEG-4 scene is defined
as a directed graph composed of nodes. Some of the nodes defined in the
MPEG-4 standard include10 [25, 27, 37, 154, 159]:

• Top: the root of the graph. It is a description of the scene (e.g., Or-
deredGroup, Layer2D, and Layer3D).

• Grouping: containers of multimedia objects. There are containers
for both 2D and 3D nodes (e.g., OrderedGroup), only for 2D nodes
(e.g., Transform2D), and only for 3D nodes.

• Sensor: nodes capable of detecting events (e.g., Anchor, TimeSensor,
and TouchSensor).

• Graphical Primitives: the Shape node defines a geometry. It in-
cludes two fields (and nodes):

– Geometry: defines the shape itself (e.g., Circle, Rectangle, Text,
and Sphere)

– Appearance: defines its visual aspect (e.g., texture and material).
The textures include media objects such as MovieTexture and
ImageTexture.

• Face: provides the means to integrate synthetic 3D human-like ob-
jects in the scene.

• Children: the leaves of the graph. These could be, for example,
Grouping, Sensor, and graphical primitives nodes.

In relation to the requirements identified for toolkits, MPEG-4 provides:

10http://gpac.sourceforge.net/tutorial
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• Interaction: MPEG-4 defines Sensors to detect events (e.g., tempo-
ral and user input events). In addition, it provides a node called Route
to distribute the event from its origin to its destination. Interactions
such as Resize, Relocate, Translate, and Remove nodes use the Con-
ditional and Valuator nodes, while more complex interactions can be
implemented using ECMAScript (i.e., Script node) or Java.

• Canvas Operations: the root of the graph is the rendering region.
The developer can then use graphical primitives to define its shape
and appearance.

• Set of Widgets: MPEG-4 does not define widgets, but the developer
can implement any customisable one. For example, by using Touch-
Sensor she can create a button or a textfield by using InputSensor. In
addition, as mentioned above, MPEG-4 defines containers to place
the objects.

• Graphical Layout: in MPEG-4 each object defines its local coor-
dinates, which then are translated into scene coordinates, taking into
account the parents of the object. Unfortunately, more complex and
automatic layout is not permitted (e.g., a flow layout).

In order to clarify the scene graph composition, Figure 5.9 shows a com-
position of A/V stream and enhanced information, while Figure 5.10 depicts
its scene graph in MPEG-4.

Please,
select a
topic by
using your
remote
control

OK

Figure 5.9: Example of A/V Stream and Enhanced Information.

Globally Executable MHP
In GEM, as depicted in Figure 5.11, the television display is composed of
three different panes, ordered from back to front: background, video, and
graphics layers. The background image, an I-frame or video drips, can be
controlled by using HAVi, while the location, resolution, and aspect ratio
of the video is controlled by using JMF. The video, in MPEG-2 format, is
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Figure 5.10: Elements of Figure 5.9.

hardware decoded and visualised in the video layer. Still, GEM allows pre-
sentation of the video as an AWT component rendered in the graphics layer.
Finally, the applications follow the AWT painting mechanism, with some
alpha channel improvements from HAVi, and are rendered in the graphics
layer.

Graphics Layer
Video Layer
Background Layer

Figure 5.11: MHP Layer Overview [51, 52].

HAVi is the package included in DVB-J for user interface development.
HAVi extends Personal Java’s AWT package by including a television-specific
means of presenting and interacting with applications (e.g., remote control
and a specific set of widgets). The most relevant characteristics from HAVi
are the following:

• Lightweight framework: it defines a set of peerless components,
extending java.awt.Component. Each component has an associated
Look class that is in charge of its rendering, while its feel is defined
by a number of interfaces (e.g., Navigable).

• User Input: the input device defined is the remote control.
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• Transparency: since the graphics model is scene based and con-
structed from three different layers, essential features such as trans-
parency11 and Z-index are defined in HAVi.

HAVi extends AWT by including a canvas class, called HScene, whose
functionality is similar to java.awt.Window. In addition, the event mecha-
nism from AWT has been improved to meet digital television needs, for ex-
ample, to transfer the focus from one widget to another. Finally, a set of wid-
gets are defined. These are lightweight and separate the look, the content,
and the feel, according to the Model-View-Controller (MVC) paradigm.
Some examples of widget behaviour, defined in HAVi, are visible, naviga-
ble, and actionable. Visible widgets, which extend AWT’s component, are
the base of all widgets. Navigable components are those that can be navi-
gated by using the remote control keys. Actionable components are those
that change the state of the application (e.g., buttons). Each widget has, as
well, an associated Look class, which is in charge of the rendering. This
class can be overridden in order to attach different views to a widget. The
class diagram of the HAVi set of widgets is depicted in Figure 5.12.

Component

HComponent

HVisible

HStaticText

HListGroupHTextHSinglelineEntry

HStaticAnim.

HAnimation

HIcon

HStaticIcon

HTextButton HImageButton

(java.awt.Component)

Visible Components

Navigable
Components

Static Components

Actionable Components

HAVi

AWT Basic

Figure 5.12: HAVi Set of Widgets Overview [P3].

5.4 Proposed Model

This section analyses the suitability of the previous architectures for high-
end digital television receivers, taking into account the basic requirements
for such devices, as introduced in Section 5.2.

First, the classic architecture, although deriving from the WIMP con-
cepts of the 1980s, can be applied to almost any kind of multimedia system.

11In fact DVBColor defines the transparency, but HAVi defines how to treat it.
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The main problems for digital television receivers are the following.

• Pointing Device: digital television receivers usually do not support
a pointing device input mechanism. Hence, the window manager,
which heavily relies on it, should be reconsidered.

• Video and Graphics Integration: the integration of video and graph-
ics is not straightforward. In addition, it does not include a temporal
dimension, but only reacts to user inputs.

• Windowing Manager: digital television receivers show one graphi-
cal context at a time, making scene-based architecture preferable.

Second, Java Graphics architecture is based on the classic architecture,
so it shares similar kinds of problems. For example, the root containers in
AWT are java.awt.Frame and java.awt.Window, which are moved, dragged,
minimised, and maximised using a pointing device.

Third, in the personal desktop environment, an MPEG-4 player can be
integrated at the base layer of the windowing system, and thus no modifi-
cations to the classic architecture are needed. In digital television receivers,
an MPEG-4 player can replace the whole architecture, transforming the sys-
tem from windows based to scene based, which better suits digital television
and game console environments. The main benefits of MPEG-4 are seam-
less integration of 2D and 3D graphics, support for the temporal dimension,
the use of scene-based architecture, the definition of different entry points
(e.g., MPEG-J and XMT), and several user interaction mechanisms (e.g.,
navigation between scenes, buttons).

Fourth, the graphics architecture of GEM is based on three layers: back-
ground, video, and graphics. These layers are not integrated, but rather use
overlaying. Hence, GEM expects the use of transparency for composition
purposes. However, as described in Subsection 4.2, some extensions such as
real integration of video and services in the graphics layer and 3D graphics
support should also be considered.

Taking these issues into account, a graphics model for digital television
receivers is defined as depicted in Figure 5.13. The model is open and ex-
tensible, meaning that different configurations can be obtained depending on
the device requirements. The model is also layered and takes into account
the threshold (i.e., difficulty of use) and ceiling (i.e., expressive power) mea-
sures [116] of each layer. The layers are:

• Hardware Abstraction (HAL): renders the final graphics output.

• Graphical Context: a cross-platform abstraction of a rendering re-
gion. In terms of Olsen [128], it is the abstract canvas. In addition,
it provides a set of multimedia output primitives and receives input
events.

• Graphical Environment: provides the means to control different
graphical contexts (e.g., visibility), translating and delegating inputs
to the correct context.

• GUI Toolkit: provides a set of ready-made user interface widgets.
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Figure 5.13: Proposed Model [P9].

• High-Level Languages (HLL): includes declarative languages.
These are easy and quick to apply, but restricted in their expressive
power.

The proposed model is based on the classic architecture, but includes
certain concepts from MPEG-4 and GEM:

1. The User Interface Layer of the windowing system is renamed the
graphical environment, because the windows-based architecture does
not apply anymore in digital television receivers. Hence, the graphical
environment corresponds to a particular scene.

2. The base layer of the windowing system is explicitly divided into two
layers:

(a) HAL: in charge of rendering the final graphics output.

(b) Graphical Context: apart from the abstract canvas, it provides
libraries for 2D and 3D graphics and video rendering.

3. Temporal Dimension: applications can be synchronised with video
content, for example, by HLL such as SMIL or Timesheets.

The proposed model takes into account the expressive power and dif-
ficulty of use of each of the layers. Hence, developers can choose the ap-
propriate tool when developing a service. For example, limited-interaction
information services can be implemented using high-level Languages, while
resource-consuming 3D games can be implemented using HAL tools.

In order to generalise the model, its suitability for other media stations
is analysed. First, an MHP-compliant digital television receiver implements
the graphical environment and GUI toolkit as DVB-J, and the HLL as DVB-
HTML. Second, a game console provides those layers closer to the hardware
and can support, for example, HLL to get online help for a particular game.
Finally, a television-enabled personal digital assistant using DVB-H and a
handheld device with game console capabilities implement all the layers of
the model. These specific cases are depicted in Figure 5.14. In conclusion,
the proposed model is suitable for all kinds of media stations and devices
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intended for entertainment, while other devices (e.g., those intended for in-
formation management) follow the classic architecture.
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Figure 5.14: Configurations of the Model.

5.5 Summary

This chapter has proposed a graphics architecture for digital television re-
ceivers taking into account their specific requirements. First, the require-
ments derived from their software architecture and their nature as television
and entertainment devices were presented. These requirements included,
for example, seamless integration of multimedia objects (e.g., video and
3D graphics). Then, different graphics architectures models such as win-
dows, toolkit, and scene based were reviewed and their suitability for digital
television receivers was analysed. Based on this analysis, a graphics ar-
chitecture model for digital television, based on that used in desktops, has
been defined. This architecture is divided into five layers. First, the HAL
composes and renders the final scene. Second, the graphical context de-
fines a scene composed of video, 2D graphics, and 3D graphics. Third, the
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graphical environment is in charge of controlling different scenes. Fourth,
a GUI toolkit provides a set of widgets for easy creation of user interfaces.
And fifth, HLL are declarative tools that do not require programming skills,
thus making application development easy and fast. The proposed model
takes into account the expressive power and difficulty of use of each of the
layers. Hence, developers can choose the appropriate tool when develop-
ing a service. For example, limited-interaction information services can be
implemented by using HLL, while resource-consuming 3D games can be
implemented using HAL tools.
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6 REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATIONS: OTADIGI AND UBIK

Ubik: Configurable DTV Receiver
Otadigi: DTV Broadcast System

Chapter 6: Reference Implementations
(Concept Implementation)

Note: Section 6.2 is an extended version of [P9].
In order to examine the topics presented in this thesis, two reference im-

plementations were developed: Otadigi and Ubik. Otadigi has been intro-
duced in Chapter 2 as an example of a digital terrestrial television network,
while Ubik is a prototype implementation of a digital television receiver.
Otadigi permitted me the study of the current state, potential, and limita-
tions of commercial television receivers. On the other hand, Ubik allowed
me to look towards the future and to experience how the proposed exten-
sions to GEM can be implemented.

6.1 Reference Implementation 1: Otadigi

I have been a member of the Otadigi technical committee since 2002. I have
taken decisions and collaborated in the set up of the system. In addition, I
have been in charge of developing the services that are transmitted in the
network. Some of the topics studied with Otadigi include:

• Development of DVB-J applications.

• Usage of high-level languages such as SMIL.

• Usage of the interaction channel.

Services
The first service developed for the Otadigi network was a simple demo ap-
plication1, depicted in Figure 6.1. The reasons for implementing such an
application were, first, to put into practise the theory learnt about the MHP
standard, and, second, to test if the set of widgets described in [P3] could
be used in commercial receivers. This application was presented in [P2]
running on a demo version of a digital television software stack and in [P6]
running on a commercial receiver.

In addition to the simple application, a Navigator2 was implemented, as
depicted in Figure 6.2. This application was presented in [P2] running on a

1The original author of this application is C. Peng. I have upgraded it for use in a com-
mercial receiver. The source code of the application can be downloaded from the OpenMHP
project (http://www.openmhp.org).

2The original author of this application is C. Peng. I have upgraded it for commercial
receiver. The source code of the application can be downloaded from the OpenMHP project
(http://www.openmhp.org).
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Figure 6.1: DVB-J Application Running in I-can [P6].

demo version of a digital television software stack and in [P6] running on a
commercial receiver.

Figure 6.2: EPG Running in I-can [P6].

Finally, in order to study high-level languages, a SMIL3 player for com-
mercial receivers was studied, and two possible usages in the digital televi-
sion environment were analysed: enhanced television and a Super Teletext
service. Figure 6.3 (a) shows an enhanced service that provides extra infor-
mation about a football match, while Figure 6.3 (b) presents an implementa-
tion of a Super Teletext service. Both services can access the information by
retrieving the object carousel or using the interaction channel. The services
were presented in [P5] and the SMIL player implementation was presented
in [P4].

Results
Having the opportunity to play around with a real broadcast environment
was a positive experience in terms of the findings of this thesis. It pro-
vided experience and knowledge of the television production chain (i.e.,
development of services, transmission, and reception). The most relevant

3The original author of the SMIL player is K. Pihkala. J. L. Lamadon and me developed
the services presented in this subsection. The SMIL player can be downloaded from X-Smiles
(http://www.xsmiles.org).
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(a) Enhanced Television.

(b) Super Teletext.

Figure 6.3: SMIL Player Running in I-can [P5].
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conclusions derived from the implementation and transmission of the ser-
vices mentioned is that current commercial receivers4 are not adequate for
interactive television. For example, major problems were faced when im-
plementing the SMIL player and services. First of all, current receivers
lack the appropriate XML parsers (i.e., the parsers have to be downloaded)5

and storage capacity and provide slow processing power, which resulted in
high application startup times. Second, because the return channel was an
analogue modem, using it for downloading content was not an alternative.
Other results, such as the use of I-frames and methods of controlling the
video size and location, were already mentioned in Chapter 2.

6.2 Reference Implementation 2: Ubik

After studying the limitations of commercial receivers, I started the devel-
opment of a prototype. This implementation, called Ubik, was presented in
[P7, P8, and P9]. There were two reasons for creating this implementation.
First, an open platform, unlike commercial receivers, in which to test the
different profiles presented in Chapter 4 was available. Second, the graph-
ics model proposed in Chapter 5 was applied to a real environment, thus
demonstrating the feasibility of the model. This section describes Ubik,
summarising the findings presented in [P9]. First, the implementation deci-
sions made during Ubik’s development are explained. Second, the services
Ubik can provide are described, thus showing the implementation’s advan-
tages from the viewpoint of the user.

System Architecture
The configuration of Ubik, depicted in Figure 6.4, is composed of the fol-
lowing layers:

• Operating System and TV Reception: Ubik is a Linux-based ter-
minal. Linux was selected because it is open and configurable. In
addition, its kernel version 2.6 includes modules for DVB-T recep-
tion and drivers for some TV cards, such as Nova-t PCI. Moreover,
open-source projects such as linuxtv and linuxstb provide software
intended for tuning channels (e.g., tzap or dvbtune) and downloading
content (e.g., dvbdata). Ubik uses tzap to tune to the TV channels and
libsoftmpeg to decode the DVB A/V content and pipe it to the HAL
layer (i.e., DirectFB).

• Hardware Abstraction Layer: in Ubik, DirectFB is in charge of ren-
dering the final graphics output using the framebuffer device, which
frees the system from X-Window. In addition to DirectFB, Ubik can
use OpenGL primitives and thus directly access the 3D graphics card
drivers. Finally, DirectFB composes and renders the final graphics
output as a combination of DVB A/V content, graphical context out-
put, and OpenGL primitives.

4The transmissions were carried out during the year 2003.
5April 2005: MHP 1.1.2 [58] includes an XML-parsing API based on the one used for Java

in mobile phones.
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• Graphical Context: the graphical context of Ubik is a cross-platform
library called SDL. SDL provides multimedia primitives and an ab-
stract canvas called SDLSurface, and supports different input devices.
SDL can run on top of DirectFB, taking advantage of the graphics
card hardware acceleration. In addition, it allows the use of OpenGL
for 3D graphics, generating a SDLSurface when rendering. Finally,
Ubik provides tools for playing any A/V content format (apart from
the DVB stream) by generating a SDLSurface directly from video
memory.

• Graphical Environment: following the GEM specification, the graph-
ical environment of the system consists of a subset of AWT. It does
not include any graphical widgets, because those are considered part
of the GUI toolkit, but only those Java classes required to paint and get
events. For Ubik, it was implemented in a new back-end for Kaffe’s6

AWT running on top of SDL.

• GUI Toolkit: in Ubik, developers can use three kinds of objects: wid-
gets, video, and 3D objects. First, as specified by GEM, Ubik pro-
vides both its own implementation of HAVi, a package called Future
TV (FTV), and JMF support. FTV implements a number of widgets
and can handle television-specific input events. It will be available
as part of the open-source OpenMHP7 initiative. JMF, on the other
hand, was implemented by extending Sun’s JMF, which includes a
new renderer plug-in, SDLRenderer, used instead of the commonly
used XlibRenderer. Finally, a Java package binding OpenGL func-
tionality, TVGL, was implemented for Ubik. This package permits
the use of 3D graphics primitives, such as textures, at the Java level.

• High-Level Languages: in order to support the XML-based content,

6http://www.kaffe.org
7http:www.openmhp.org
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a Java-based cross-platform XML user agent, X-Smiles8, was inte-
grated into Ubik. X-Smiles supports different W3C recommendations
such as XHTML, XForms, and SMIL.

Apart from the layers described above, the resource manager is in charge
of controlling the different layers of the system (i.e., the DVB A/V stream,
native, Java, and XML layers). It also provides inter-process communication
mechanisms to allow higher-level tools, such as HAVi or JMF, to control
lower-level functionalities (e.g., the location of the DVB A/V content).

The software architecture of Ubik is depicted in Figure 6.5, showing
the components that have been actually used for the architecture presented
in Figure 5.1. The basic principle used in its implementation was to reuse
as many open-source projects as possible. One of the benefits of my ap-
proach is that Ubik is modular, meaning that other components can be used
without altering the whole system. For example, SDL was included as a
cross-platform library, but it can be removed for those receivers in which
the manufacturer does not need to provide game capabilities. If SDL is not
used, the Java environment just needs a back-end for DirectFB. Another
example is that the use of libsoftmpg can be replaced by a combination of
dvbstream9 and a video player (e.g., MPlayer10 and Xine11). Because these
video players already embed the composition of video and 2D objects, they
were difficult to adapt to Ubik’s special needs. At the higher levels, other
browsers such as Ortikon12 or Espial13 can be used instead of X-Smiles, but
they do not support XML compound documents. In conclusion, by reusing
a number of open-source projects, the whole system was constructed using
a reduced number of people and at a minimal cost (e.g., using a PC and
Nova-t PCI card). Other additional costs for commercial production will be
the license fees of, for example, MHP.

Services
In order to test whether Ubik meets the requirements identified for High-End
Interactive television terminals, several services were implemented based on
those requirements. These services include:

• DVB A/V: users can normally watch TV and zap among channels.

• Native Rendering: Ubik can integrate any kind of multimedia object.
Some practical uses of this feature include enhanced information over
the DVB A/V content as depicted in Figure 6.6, attractive resident
applications (e.g., 3D games), and subtitles. Ubik also includes a
simple menu, which allows the user to launch any service mentioned
in this subsection while watching a TV channel.

• Precompiled Native Game: apart from resident games, the user can
access a portal offering different 3D graphics-based games. Currently,

8http://www.xsmiles.org
9http://sourceforge.net/projects/dvbtools

10http://www.mplayer.org
11http://xinehq.de
12http://www.ortikon.com
13http://www.espial.com
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(a) Enhanced Information Overlay

(b) Transparent 3D Graphics Demo

Figure 6.6: Services Running in Ubik (Native Rendering) [P9].
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several games are available for SDL, the graphical environment of
Ubik. Figure 6.7 shows one of them.

Figure 6.7: Tuxracer (http://tuxracer.sourceforge.net) Running in Ubik [P9].

• DVB-J Application: the user can run any DVB-J application in Ubik.
For example, Figure 6.8 depicts a DVB-J-based Super Teletext.

Figure 6.8: DVB-J-Based Super Teletext Running in Ubik [P9].

• XML Based Content: the digital television user can access declar-
ative content as well. Ubik provides the two profiles discussed in
Chapter 4:

– Basic: intended for information services. This profile is based
on XHTML and CSS. A typical use case is the Super Teletext
service, as depicted in Figure 4.7.

– Internet Access: Ubik includes support for XML compound
documents, combining recommendations from XForms (user in-
teraction) and SMIL (temporal and spatial dimensions). Another
option, CSS + XHTML 2.0 + Timesheets, is supported as well.
In both cases, XForms was selected for user interaction over
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scripting because HLL are intended for fast and easy develop-
ment (i.e., low threshold and ceiling). For example, Figure 4.8
depicts an e-learning Web portal running in Ubik. The portal
contains lectures in which video and slides are synchronised.
When a lecture is over, an exam developed in XForms is admin-
istered to the student.

6.3 Summary

This chapter has described two reference implementations used to study the
concepts proposed in this thesis. First, Otadigi is a digital television net-
work supporting DVB-T that has been used to study the current state of
commercial receivers presented in Chapter 2. Otadigi permitted me to iden-
tify the limitations of current MHP implementations. Some examples in-
clude the limited interaction channel capabilities and the lack of resident
XML parsers, which forces the service provider to broadcast them along
with the XML based documents. Second, Ubik is a prototype implementa-
tion of a High-End Interactive television receiver. It is based on the graphics
architecture model proposed in Chapter 5, thus validating the suitability of
the model. Finally, several representative services of the profiles for digital
television described in Chapter 4 were tested in Ubik.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

First, this thesis aimed to show that the decision about which content author-
ing format to use when implementing services depends on the development
purpose. For example, certain simple applications (e.g., advertisements)
can be coded using XML-based languages, but resource-demanding appli-
cations (e.g., Doom-type interactive games) should be coded at a different
level. Thus, a graphics architecture model for media stations was proposed.
The architecture is divided into different layers, depending on their diffi-
culty of use and expressive power. Second, this thesis is based on the GEM
standard, a worldwide alternative for digital television receivers. Because
the capabilities of devices are evolving constantly, this thesis proposed a set
of extensions to GEM. Finally, because manufacturers need to differenti-
ate their products, this thesis recommended improvements to their graphics
architectures, such as convergence with game consoles.

Currently, the main concern regarding digital television is ensuring a
smooth transition from its analogue counterpart, for which the timely defini-
tion of a viable, open, and platform-independent middleware (i.e., horizontal-
market) standard is a key issue. Such a standard should, as well, take into
account that the transition will follow gradual steps and that different user
groups will have different demands. With these goals in mind, different
regional consortia have proposed their own standards, such as the DVB-
defined MHP. In order to provide a worldwide solution, DVB has published
GEM. GEM is a valid starting point that takes into account the American
and Japanese initiatives, but only considers a procedural environment, DVB-
J. Hence, the declarative environment and advanced functionality (e.g., 3D
graphics) remain to be standardised.

This thesis proposed a declarative environment for GEM. Because the
MHP solution, DVB-HTML, was too complex, the proposed declarative
environment can be divided into two different profiles. The first one, in-
tended for information services that only require visualisation of content
(e.g., Super Teletext), is based on XHTML and CSS, but does not include
any scripting or forms, and as such only allows browsing of information.
The second is a more complex profile that supports advanced user interac-
tion (i.e., XForms) and the temporal dimension (i.e., SMIL) of XML docu-
ments. A representative example of a service for the second profile is an ed-
ucational Web site that contains lectures synchronised with a slide show. In
addition to the declarative environment, this thesis defined a new procedural
profile by extending DVB-J with 3D graphics capabilities. Moreover, this
thesis recommended its implementation as a thin layer wrapping OpenGL
ES functionality.

After defining next-generation digital television receivers, this thesis
studied their graphics architectures and proposed a model taking into ac-
count their specific requirements. Myers has defined the graphics archi-
tecture of desktop devices using the following layers: windowing system,
toolkit, and high-level tools. This architecture divides the screen into dif-
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ferent regions, or windows, and implies the simultaneous performance of
different activities (e.g., surfing the Web and writing a document). Since
digital television is intended to visualise one context at a time (e.g., watch-
ing television or playing a game), this thesis proposed a modified version
of the Myers architecture. The proposed layered model is composed of five
layers: the hardware abstraction layer is in charge of rendering the final
graphics output; the graphical context is a cross-platform abstraction of the
rendering region and provides graphics primitives (e.g., rectangles and im-
ages); the graphical environment provides the means to control different
graphical contexts; the GUI toolkit is a set of ready-made user interface
widgets and layout schemes; and high-level languages are easy-to-use tools
for developing simple services.

Finally, in order to understand all the components constituting the dig-
ital television chain (i.e., content provider, broadcaster, and receiver), two
implementation threads were followed: Otadigi and Ubik. Otadigi is a dig-
ital television broadcast system operating in the Otaniemi area of Helsinki,
Finland. I am part of Otadigi’s technical committee and thus works on its
development and makes decisions about the equipment used. In addition,
I have been in charge of developing services for Otadigi that are accessed
by commercial receivers, resulting in an understanding of the current limita-
tions and potential usages of digital television. Ubik, on the other hand, is a
prototype implementation of a configurable digital television receiver based
on the proposed graphics architecture model. By designing and implement-
ing Ubik, I had the opportunity to research features not available in current
commercial systems, such as 3D graphics support, streamed video, and the
use of XML-based languages.
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Table 7.1: Research Questions, Answers, and Validation.
Research Question Answer Validation
1. What are the limitations
of current digital television re-
ceiver implementations?

For example, WWW
access, Streamed Me-
dia, and 3D Graphics
support.

Concept Im-
plementation
(Otadigi) and Lit-
erature Review.

2. How can the GEM stan-
dard be extended so it defines
a declarative environment?

Procedural (GEM) and
Declarative (XHTML +
CSS, XHTML 2.0 +
SMIL).

Concept Im-
plementation
(Ubik).

3. How can the GEM standard
can be extended so it includes
support for all kinds of mul-
timedia objects (2D, 3D, and
video) and WWW access?

3D Graphics extension
to GEM Procedural En-
vironment.

Concept Im-
plementation
(Ubik).

4. How can manufacturers,
following GEM, differentiate
their products?

3D Graphics extension
to GEM implemented
as Java bindings of
OpenGL.

Concept Im-
plementation
(Ubik).

5. What graphics architecture
is needed to implement GEM
and the extensions proposed
in this thesis? Is this architec-
ture valid for other media sta-
tions?

Proposed Model of Five
Layers.

Concept Im-
plementation
(Ubik).
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8 SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS AND AUTHOR’S

CONTRIBUTION

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the publications included in this
thesis and describes the contributions of the author to each. The research
intention was to study graphics software architecture for digital television
receivers. Because of this reason, the author followed two main implemen-
tation threads: Otadigi and Ubik. Otadigi is a digital television broadcast
system operating in the Otaniemi area of Helsinki, Finland. The author is
part of Otadigi’s technical committee and thus works on its development
and makes decisions about the equipment used. He studied how to im-
plement and broadcast services in such a network, which was accessed by
commercial receivers. Ubik, on the other hand, is a prototype implementa-
tion of a high-end digital television receiver based on the proposed graph-
ics architecture model. By designing and implementing Ubik, the author
had the opportunity to research features not available in current commer-
cial systems, such as 3D graphics support, streamed video, and the use of
XML based languages. In addition, he studied in detail the different soft-
ware layers of a multimedia device (i.e., the operating system, native, Java,
and XML layers). Since both environments are complementary, the author
had the opportunity to work with all the components constituting the digi-
tal television chain (i.e., content provider, broadcaster, and receiver). The
author researched not only the current state of the field, but also further
technological improvements. In order to do so, collaboration with many
people was needed. Kari Pihkala was the original developer of SMIL, and
Mikko Honkala was the original developer of XForms. Carlos Herrero was
in charge of Otadigi’s object carousel, and Jean Luc Lamadon collaborated
with the author in developing Otadigi’s services. Chengyuan Peng was the
original developer of digital television applications such as the Navigator,
Super Teletext, and ice hockey applications. Finally, Juha Vierinen col-
laborated with the author on Ubik’s DVB-T reception (Nova-t drivers and
DirectFB rendering of the video stream).

• Publication [P1] This paper presented a study of the system software
for digital television at a moment when no MHP-compliant digital
television receivers were commercially available. In addition to the
theoretical study, a reference implementation was described. The au-
thor’s contribution was the migration of the applications to the Linux
and Kaffe platforms. The actual importance of the paper, in terms
of its relation to this thesis, resides in the author’s discovery of the
main problems he has tried to solve during his research. Some exam-
ples include the lack of digital television widgets, the lack of graphics
capabilities such as Z-ordering and the alpha channel, and also the
integration of video and graphics in the same context.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 20%.

• Publication [P2] This paper presented a system integration model
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for running different digital television applications in a prototype set-
top box. The integration model includes hardware, middleware (in-
cluding operating system, Java virtual machine, APIs, and application
manager), and applications. The author migrated the applications to
the Linux and Kaffe platforms. This article and [P1] are included in
this thesis because they constitute the starting point of the author’s
research.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 30%.

• Publication [P3] This paper was the result of the author’s Master’s
Thesis. The contributions of this paper are the study and implemen-
tation of a graphical user interface framework for digital television.
This framework was written in Java, it is lightweight, and it fits dig-
ital television requirements (e.g., remote control use). It is based on
MHP’s graphics standard (i.e., HAVi). The author wrote the paper and
implemented the FTV package. The results of this paper were widely
used in later publications.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 90%.

• Publication [P4] This article presented the design and implementa-
tion of a portable SMIL player. The player was written in Java and
can be executed on top of AWT, Swing, and FTV (i.e., an implemen-
tation based on HAVi standard) GUI frameworks. Thus, it can be run
on various platforms, including PDAs, PCs, and digital television re-
ceivers. The author wrote Section 2 and half of sections 1 and 4. In
addition, he designed and implemented the FTV GUI framework.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 40%.

• Publication [P5] In this article, different uses of a SMIL player in the
digital television environment were studied. Two case studies were
presented: Super Teletext and an enhanced program service. The
main benefits of SMIL used in the digital television environment are
the inclusion of the time dimension in applications, ease of service
development, and the convergence of broadcast and the Internet. The
main problem encountered was the technological immaturity of com-
mercial digital television receivers. Some examples include the lack
of an effective return channel mechanism (i.e., only analogue modem
was available) and of local XML parsers (i.e., the parsers had to be
broadcast, which increased the size of the package). For this paper,
the author ported the SMIL player presented in [P4], converting it into
an Xlet. He wrote sections 1 and 6, half of Section 5, and more than
a third of sections 2 and 4.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 40%.

• Publication [P6] This paper presented the implementation of a DVB-
T network called Otadigi, the implementation of two services, and
different ways of improving their delivery. The main contribution of
the paper was to test previously developed applications, presented in
[P2], in commercial MHP-compliant receivers, as well as to study
the behaviour of such receivers. The author is a member of Otadigi’s
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technical committee (i.e., he works on its development and makes
decisions about the equipment used) and ported the two services pre-
sented in the paper. He wrote sections 3 and 5 in their entirety.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 50%.

• Publication [P7] The main contributions of this paper were, first, the
definition of a valid XML based language (i.e., the SMIL + XForms
profile) to develop interactive multimedia applications. Second, it pre-
sented the development of a Component Factory to seamlessly sup-
port this profile in a variety of devices (i.e., there is no necessity to
implement a unique version for each targeted platform). And, finally,
it described the inclusion of this profile in an ongoing digital televi-
sion prototype platform for digital television reception, called Ubik.
The author designed and implemented Ubik and integrated the XML
user agent. He wrote sections 1 and 2, Subsection 3.3, and half of
Section 5.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 50%.

• Publication [P8] This paper presented a layered graphics software
architecture for multimedia terminals. The architecture takes into ac-
count multimedia requirements such as visualisation (e.g., an alpha
channel between graphics layers), the temporal dimension provided
by the SMIL player, and seamless integration of graphics and video.
In addition, the architecture is open, so different configurations (e.g.,
MHP-compliant receiver or game console) can be obtained. Finally,
a prototype implementation based on the model, called Ubik, was
described. The author designed and developed Ubik, and he wrote
sections 2, 3, 5 (except Subsection 5.1), 6, and 7, and half of Section
4.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 70%.

• Publication [P9] The contributions of this paper can be divided into
those of commercial, standardisation, and theoretical value. First,
commercially it proved that the transformation of the digital televi-
sion receiver into a multimedia platform while keeping its own nature
(i.e., watching television as the main application) is feasible. Second,
this paper proposed some extensions to the GEM standard while re-
maining within the MHP framework (e.g., its extension so 3D graph-
ics are supported). Moreover, this paper recommended the support
of integrated emerging W3C standards such as XHTML, SMIL, and
XForms for digital television receivers’ browsers. Finally, at the the-
oretical level, this paper took a new look at the topic of user inter-
face software tools from the perspective of non-desktop multimedia
devices. The author wrote the paper and designed and implemented
Ubik.

Author’s overall contribution to the paper: 90%.

In order to provide a clearer understanding of the path followed by the
author during his research, Figure 8.1 depicts the relationships between the
publications.
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P2 (2001)
Integration of
Applications into
a Digital Television
Environment

P1 (2001)

Television
for Digital
System Software

P3 (2002)
A Graphical User
Interface
Framework for
Digital Television

P4 (2002)
Cross−Platform
SMIL Player

P6 (2003)
Delivering MHP
Applications into
a real DVB−T
Network, Otadigi

P5 (2003)
Usage of a SMIL
Player in Digital
Television

P7 (2004)
A Device
Independent XML
User Agent for
Multimedia
Terminals

P8 (2004)
Open Graphical
Framework for
Interactive
Television

Architecture for High
A Graphics

End Interactive
Television Terminals

P9 (2005)

Figure 8.1: Relation of Previous Publications to the Thesis.
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APPENDIX A: INSTALLING UBIK

Ubik is a prototype implementation of a configurable digital television re-
ceiver. I have implemented it as a proof of concept of the contributions
included in this thesis. Ubik can be downloaded, as open-source code, from
http://sourceforge.net/projects/ubik and
http://sourceforge.net/projects/kaffesdl.

This appendix includes information about how to install Ubik. Never-
theless, please read the README, INSTALL, and DEPENDENCIES files
before installation. In case of any problems or suggestions, please contact
me at pcesar@tml.hut.fi. Good luck!

Ubik is configurable and open, meaning different models of the re-
ceiver can be provided according to the user’s needs. Some available con-
figurations include Basic Broadcast (watching TV only), Enhanced Broad-
cast (enjoying Java applications), Basic Interactive (accessing XML based
information services), Internet Access Interactive (running complex XML
based applications), and High-End Interactive (3D graphics and streamed
video support). Its openness derives from its reliance on a number of open-
source projects, such as Gentoo1, OpenGL2, DirectFB3, SDL4, Kaffe5, Java
OpenGL6, and X-smiles7.

Installation procedure
There is plenty of information about Linux available on the Web, but the
best guide I can think of is Gentoo. In order to enable DVB-T reception in
Linux, please refer to Appendix B. DirectFB is a C-based package intended
to effectively render graphics through the framebuffer, so X-Window is not
needed. Ubik utilises a modified version of DirectFB 0.9-21 (modifications
are included in the distribution). SDL is a cross-platform abstraction layer
of the hardware graphics, and thus runs on top of DirectFB. Ubik uses a
modified version of SDL 2.6 (modifications are included in the distribution).
Kaffe’s AWT package has been modified, so it paints and handles events
using SDL primitives. In addition to the Kaffe 1.1.3 virtual machine, Ubik
uses Jikes 1.14 as compiler. As a summary, Ubik’s graphics system software
relies on SDL surfaces as a shared graphics context for applications (video,
2D, and 3D graphics). Once the surface is composite, it is rendered using
DirectFB, which has access to the graphics drivers.

Finally, a number of services can be enjoyed using Ubik. Some exam-
ples include:

• Watching a broadcasted A/V stream

1http://www.gentoo.org
2http://www.opengl.org
3http://www.directfb.org
4http://www.libsdl.org
5http://www.kaffe.org
6http://www.jogl.org
7http://www.xsmiles.org
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• Playing SDL games such as Tuxracer or Doom

• Using DVB-J applications such as Super Teletext or Navigator

• Watching DVB-3DJ applications such as commercials

• Browsing simple XML based information services using XHTML 1.0
and CSS

• Interacting with complex XML based applications using XForms +
SMIL/Timesheets
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APPENDIX B: HOW TO BUILD A LINUX-BASED DTV

RECEIVER

Note: this document is based on the following Web pages:

• http://www.stanford.edu/ bescoto/linuxtv/

• http://software.newsforge.com/software/04/03/08/165203.shtml/

• http://nrg.joroinen.fi/dvb-minihowto/index.html

and a number of forums including MPlayer, dvblinux, linuxstb, etc., but
- as always - the continuity of Web pages is not guaranteed.

Introduction
This appendix tries to explain how you can create a digital television re-
ceiver. The only requirements are the following:

• Linux operating system (kernel 2.6)

• DBV-T reception card (e.g., Nova-t PCI)

The first step is to install Linux. A good alternative is Gentoo8, which
includes high-quality reference documentation, so you can learn the operat-
ing system at the same time.

Linux Kernel: DVB, Video for Linux, I2C, and ALSA Sound
There are two main options today. One is kernel 2.6, which includes the
modules for DVB-T reception. The other is kernel 2.4, in which case you
need to download the modules from www.linuxtv.org. This appendix as-
sumes that you want to install the latest version (kernel 2.6), and you might
also need certain patches for it (download them from www.linuxtv.org and
run ”installpatch”). The actual options you need for Nova-t PCI are the
following:

• Device Drivers

– Video for Linux

∗ Philips SAA7134 Support
∗ Philips Semiconductor ’dcp7146 Demonstration Board

– I2C

∗ I2C Device Interface
∗ I2C Hardware Bus Support

· VIA 82C5863
· VIA 82C596/82C686/823x

∗ Hardware Sensors Chip Support

8http://www.gentoo.org
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· VIA686A

– Sound

∗ Advanced Linux Sound Architecture

∗ Open Sound System

– Digital Video Broadcasting Devices

∗ DVB For Linux

∗ DVB Core Support

∗ Front-ends with External TDA1004x Demodulators (QFDM)

∗ AV7110 Cards

∗ Budget Cards

∗ Budget Cards with Onboard CI Connector

∗ Budget Cards with Analog Video Input

∗ AV7110 Cards with Budget Path

Then, type the following commands in the given order:

1. ”modprobe tad1004x”

2. ”modprobe budget”

3. ”modprobe budget ci”

4. ”modprobe budget patch”

The most informative feedback is provided by typing ”dmesg”. It should
give you the following information:
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Linux video capture interface: v1.00
saa7146: register extension ’dvb’.
eepro100.c:v1.09j-t 9/29/99 Donald Becker
http://www.scyld.com/network/eepro100.html
eepro100.c: $Revision: 1.1 $ 2000/11/17
Modified
by Andrey V. Savochkin <saw@saw.sw.com.sg>
and others
eth0: 0000:00:0b.0, 00:02:B3:9B:D5:71, IRQ 10.
Board assembly 751767-004, Physical
connectors present: RJ45
Primary interface chip i82555 PHY #1.

Secondary interface chip i82555.
General self-test: passed.
Serial sub-system self-test: passed.
Internal registers self-test: passed.
ROM checksum self-test: passed (0x3258698e).

saa7146: register extension ’budget dvb’.
saa7146: register extension ’budget_ci dvb’.
saa7146: found saa7146 @ mem f88b4000
(revision 1, irq 9) (0x13c2,0x1011).
DVB: registering new adapter
(TT-Budget/WinTV-NOVA-T PCI).
tda1004x: Detected Philips TDA10045H.
tda1004x: Detected Philips TDM1316L tuner.
DVB: registering frontend 0:0
(Philips TDA10045H)...
TT-Budget/WinTV-NOVA-T PCI adapter 0 has
MAC addr = 00:d0:5c:23:0f:bf
saa7146: register extension ’budget_patch dvb’.

3D Graphics
This is a little tricky if you are not planning to use X-Window. Even though
it seems odd, the agpart module (for 3D graphics) should not be loaded.
Then, enable the following modules for Matrox Framebuffer (M option):

• Device Drivers

– Character Devices

– Intel/AMD/VIA HW Random Number Generator Support

– /dev/agpgart (AGP support)

– VIA Chipet Support

– Matrox g200/g400

Next, type:

1. ”rmmod agpgart”

2. ”modprobe via agp”
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3. ”modprobe matroxfb base”

The resulting dmesg should be:

Linux agpgart interface v0.100 (c) Dave Jones
agpgart: Detected VIA Twister-K/KT133x/KM133
chipset
agpgart: Maximum main memory to use for agp
memory: 816M
agpgart: AGP aperture is 64M @ 0xe4000000
matroxfb: Matrox G550 detected
matroxfb: MTRR’s turned on
matroxfb: 640x480x8bpp (virtual: 640x65536)
matroxfb: framebuffer at 0xE2000000, mapped
to 0xf8ad2000, size 33554432
fb0: MATROX frame buffer device
fb0: initializing hardware
i2c_adapter i2c-2: Registered as minor 2
i2c_adapter i2c-2: registered as adapter #2
i2c_adapter i2c-3: Registered as minor 3
i2c_adapter i2c-3: registered as adapter #3
i2c_adapter i2c-4: Registered as minor 4
i2c_adapter i2c-4: registered as adapter #4
[drm] Initialized mga 3.2.0 20040319 on minor
0: Matrox G550
(AGP)agpgart: Found an AGP 2.0 compliant
device at 0000:00:00.0.
agpgart: Putting AGP V2 device at 0000:00:00.0
into 4x mode
agpgart: Putting AGP V2 device at 0000:01:00.0
into 4x mode

Tuning and Zapping
In order to watch your installed embedded Linux digital TV receiver, the
first thing is to try tuning and zapping the channels. In order to try your sys-
tem and acquire essential information about the broadcast, download dvb-
tune from linuxstb9. Install it (”./configure”, ”make”, ”make install”) and
run:

1. ”dvbtune -f frequency -i >tables.xml”

It will write into the tables.xml file the data information for a given fre-
quency. For example, in Finland you can find frequencies listed by city on
Digita’s Web page10. In the sample case that follows, the frequency was set
to 562000000, resulting in access to the multiplexer called A (YLE). The
following output was obtained:

9http://www.linuxstb.org
10http://www.digita.fi/english/digita alasivu.asp?path=1841;2080;2130;2132
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<service id="17" ca="0">
<description tag="0x48" type="1"
provider_name="YLE" service_name="YLE TV1" />

<stream type="2" pid="512">
...
</stream>

<stream type="4" pid="650">
...
</stream>

<stream type="11" pid="3110">
...
</stream>

...

<stream type="11" pid="3116">
...
</stream>

</service>

Even though tables.xml is quite an ugly file, it is not difficult to interpret
if you understand some basic tags:

• <service>: a program (a channel in the analogue world like BBC)

• <stream>: a MPEG-2 data stream

– type=2: video

– type=4: audio

– type=6: subtitles or teletext

– type=11: application

Now you can understand the sample tables.xml file: the program (chan-
nel) called ”YLE TV1” has the program number 17, is provided by YLE,
and includes video (pid=512), audio (pid=650), and some applications (e.g.,
pid=3110).

Once you have identified all the channels and related information, you
can create your own channels.conf. The channels.conf file describes all the
transmission information of a given channel, including its name, frequency,
bandwidth, error correction, and audio and video PIDs. An extract of the
channels.conf for the Helsinki region looks like this:
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subtv:658000000:INVERSION_OFF:BANDWIDTH_8_MHZ:
FEC_2_3:FEC_NONE:QAM_64:TRANSMISSION_MODE_8K:
GUARD_INTERVAL_1_8:HIERARCHY_NONE:353:609

mtv3:658000000:INVERSION_OFF:BANDWIDTH_8_MHZ:
FEC_2_3:FEC_NONE:QAM_64:TRANSMISSION_MODE_8K:
GUARD_INTERVAL_1_8:HIERARCHY_NONE:304:560

yle1:562000000:INVERSION_OFF:BANDWIDTH_8_MHZ:
FEC_2_3:FEC_NONE:QAM_64:TRANSMISSION_MODE_8K:
GUARD_INTERVAL_1_8:HIERARCHY_NONE:512:650

otadigi:746000000:INVERSION_OFF:BANDWIDTH_8_MHZ:
FEC_2_3:FEC_NONE:QAM_16:TRANSMISSION_MODE_8K:
GUARD_INTERVAL_1_4:HIERARCHY_NONE:101:102

Next, after creating the channels.conf, you can install the tzap appli-
cation provided by the linuxtv11 project. This program allows you to zap
any channel. For example, you can tune to ”YLE TV1” by typing ”tzap -c
channels.conf yle1”. This is how tzap works:

1. ”tzap -c channels.conf channel-name”

Watching Video and Audio
There are at least two alternative ways to watch the A/V stream:

• You can install a normal video player, such as MPlayer, and pipe the
A/V stream to it by typing: ”dvbstream -ps -o video pid audio pid —
mplayer -cache 1024 -”

• Or you can use DirectFB and install the libsoftmpeg package. In this
case, first tzap (”tzap -r yle1”) to the desired channel and then type
”demo/dfb ts /dev/dvb/adapter0/dvr video pid audio pid”

Downloading Applications
In order to download applications from the object carousel, there is an ap-
plication called dvbdata. You can use it as follows:

1. ”dvbdata -f frequency -pnr 1 -n program-name ”

11http://www.linuxtv.org
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